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The purpose of this work was to develop a suitable
nunierical procedure for the calculation of the velocity and
pressure fields around airfoil profiles. The procedure is
to be applicable to subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
flows. The inviscid flow equations which govern such flows
arise in the hydraulic analogy of compressible flows. A
finite difference scheme was used to solve the governing
equations for specific airfoil geometries.
The introduction explains the scope of the problem. An
historical review provides a proper perspective of the
previous investigations and the present research effort. The
problem formulation and method of solution follow the
summaries of basic theories used. A detailed documentation
of the computer program is presented. Finally, the four
sections comprising this thesis, namely; the results,
discussion, recommendations, and conclusion are presented.
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ABSTRACT
A numerical procedure is presented for the solution of
the transonic potential flow equation around an isolated
airfoil, for the hydraulic analogy.
The numerical method used was the finite difference
method, appropriately modified for a mixed
elliptic-
hyperbolic system of equations. Potential flow analysis
was used, since for all practical purposes, the flow is
inviscid throughout the flow field, except for wake regions
and boundaries.
The mixed finite difference scheme has proven to be an
effective technique in the solution of elliptic and
hyperbolic flow problems. For conditions near the wave
propagation velocity (sonic velocity) , difficulties have
arisen in proper solution convergence. Further research in
this area is needed for successful results.
The solution procedure developed has sufficient
generality so that it may be applied to various airfoil
profiles and flow conditions. Also, the analytical
capability presented is the initial step for further
computer-aided flow studies (via the hydraulic analogy) of
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NOMENCLATURE




V - Velocity of water
g
- Acceleration of gravity
z - Height
P - Stagnation pressure
z_
- Stagnation height




T - Stagnation temperature





F - Froude number
u
- Horizontal velocity component in x-direction
v
- Horizontal velocity component in y-direction
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respectively
i - x-direction grid point





H. - Stagnation enthalpy
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I INTRODUCTION
A typical turbine stage consists of a stator blade row
(fixed nozzles) and a moving blade row separated by a small
distance. For impulse turbines*, a typical spacing may range
from 3/16th of an inch to 1 inch. Whereas, for reaction
turbines**, this distance may extend from 1 inch to 2 inches.
A typical stage geometry is shown in Figure 1.
Flow through a turbine stage is normally fully turbulent
and occurs in the moderate to high Reynolds number range
4 5
(3.10 * 5.10 , approximately). This is due to high velocity
flow, the close proximity of blade surfaces and the small
distance between successive blade rows. In many instances,
due to large velocity changes, the flow in a turbine stage
may involve subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes
simultaneously. The resultant effect on the pressure
distribution on turbine blading is significant, due to the
creation of shock waves and their impact on neighboring
blade surfaces. As the high pressure loadings occur,
knowledge of the local aerodynamics of the blade profiles
becomes important if aero-elastic failures are to be avoided.
* Impulse turbines - turbines in which the direction
of the velocity vector of the fluid is changed on the rotor,
but the speed is unchanged.
** Reaction turbines - turbines in which the speed is


























FIGURE 1 Typical Turbine Stage Geometry
For this reason, since no analytical solution to this
problem is available, numerical procedures to solve the
governing flow equations must be devised. Such procedures
should be able to handle the elliptic-hyperbolic nature
of mixed subsonic and supersonic flow.
The study of two-dimensional compressible gas flow
through turbine stages is possible through the use of the
hydraulic analogy. Analogous flow is obtained by allowing
free surface water to flow over a horizontal surface under
the effect of gravity- The governing flow equations are
similar and experimental investigations are facilitated by
real-time observations of flow phenomena.
The intent of this work is to show that the solution of
mixed subsonic and supersonic analog flow is possible with
the use of finite differences.
Previous numerical solutions of the gas-dynamic
transonic flow equations have generally used the method of
characteristics when dealing with supersonic regions. This
approach is complex, and a need exists for a simplified
technique. Murman and Cole CI], by the use of modified
difference expressions, have presented good results without
the use of the method of characteristics. This technique
is used in the development of the numerical solution of the
transonic flow equations written for the hydraulic analog.
Potential flow theory is used in this work because the
flow field beyond the boundary layer is to be investigated
and for all practical purposes, the flow is inviscid
throughout the flow field. As is well known, viscous effects
become important when the viscous boundary layer and the
wake regions are examined. Past experience and experimental
studies on the water table at the Rochester Institute of
Technology have indicated the validity of the potential
flow assumption.
Flow through an elementary turbine stage, shown in
Figure 1, presents many complexities. These are due to the
many surface boundaries (cascaded rows) encountered and
non-steady effects due to the relative motions of the stator
row and the moving blade row. As a first approximation, the
study of an isolated airfoil in a steady mixed flow region
is undertaken instead of a small section of an entire
rotating elementary stage. The use of an isolated airfoil
will permit study of the basic problems involved with this
solution method.
This analytical development is needed to allow
substantiation of the hydraulic analogy for use in turbine
stage flow by numerical solution. Good correlation of
hydraulic analogy velocity and pressure fields with gas
dynamic velocity and pressure fields around airfoils will
See Appendix 1.
validate the analytical procedures used in the computer
program. The computer technique developed herein would then
be suitable for two-dimensional gas-dynamic stage flow
studies in actual turbomachines , following further
development.
II HISTORICAL REVIEW
During the literature search, no papers were found
which dealt with the numerical solution in the potential
*, of the hydraulic analogy flow equations around airfoil
profiles.
Research papers relevant to this work include gas-
dynamic solutions of the transonic flow equations around
airfoils and on various numerical methods.
Wu and Brown [2] were apparently the first to present a
numerical procedure for the calculation of flow through a
turbomachine . The equations of continuity and motion for
irrotational flow were combined into a second order, non
linear partial differential equation and solved
simultaneously by Liebmann's iterative method. The boundary
conditions for the airfoil surfaces specified a constant
stream function, Y, value and a repetitive velocity for
every pitch angle used. A far field free steam velocity is
also prescribed for the proper specification of the problem.
Results, obtained by the method, agreed with experimental
data.
Magnus and Yoshihara [3] presented a solution procedure
for calculating steady transonic planar flow over lifting
airfoils using an unusual unsteady approach. The steady
solution was obtained as the asymptotic flow for large times,
Initially the flow field around the airfoil is at the free
stream velocity at every point including the interior of the
airfoil. At time equal to zero, the airfoil surface
boundary condition was applied and a relaxation process was
carried out until convergence was complete and a steady
solution was obtained. A Lax-Wendroff second order finite
difference scheme was used as the operating system. The
airfoil surface boundary conditions of tangential flow
were applied by rotating the local grid points for a normal
*
orientation and advancing the solution by interpolation
factors. The far field boundary condition for a free stream
velocity was represented by a large polar coordinate system
encompassing the interior rectangular grid. A meaningful
solution was reached in 3.5 hours on a CDC 6400 computer,
indicating excessive costs. Magnus and Yoshihara imply
only promising results with the hope that further development
will produce a practical procedure.
Transonic small disturbance theory was used to solve
the transonic flow equations around thin airfoils by Murman
and Cole [1J. The governing transonic potential flow
equation was a mixed (elliptic-hyperbolic) partial
differential equation which was solved using a mixed finite
difference system. Their work describes the first
application of the mixed finite difference system for the
numerical solution of a mixed elliptic-hyperbolic
differential equation. The essence of this technique is to
properly treat the local domain of dependence of each
type of equation. The elliptic equation was formulated
using a second order, explicit, centered difference scheme,
whereas, the hyperbolic system was formulated with a first
and second order, implicit, backward difference system. At
each grid point the velocity was computed and tested to
determine if the flow is subsonic (elliptic) or supersonic
(hyperbolic) , and the proper difference system was applied.
Then the difference equations were solved with a line
relaxation algorithm.
The flow field was transformed using the transformation,
1/3
y
= 5y , where 6 is the aspect ratio. The far field
boundary condition is the value of the doublet of a closed
body. The near field boundary condition specified tangential
flow near the airfoil surface. The non-linear solution of
the resultant system of equations consisted of treating the
non-linear coefficients as linear and iterating for them
along with the dependent variable. The grid system
consisted of 74 mesh points along the x axis and 41 along
the y axis, with 40 of the x axis points lying on the airfoil
surface. A typical calculation took 400 iterations with a
computing time of 30 minutes.
Solutions were obtained for the Nieuwland airfoil
(NLR 0.120 - 0.700 - 0.000) over a variety of transonic
velocities. The solution procedure was found to be very
accurate when compared to exact theory and it was found that
shock waves evolve naturally, as large pressure differences
between consecutive grid points.
This work was further extended by Murman and Krupp C4],
by presenting a third difference system and by employing
Newton's method for the solution of the non-linear equations,
It was found that if supersonic velocity is reached
between grid points, the coefficient of the $ term of the
potential flow equation became positive instead of negative
as it should be for a hyperbolic equation. To remedy this,
a parabolic formulation was used in conjunction with the
elliptic-hyperbolic system. The accelerated solution of
the parabolic system was found to be adequate for the above
mentioned circumstance.
The Newton method employed guaranteed convergence
provided the initial estimates used for the grid points were
close enough to the solution.
A series of airfoils were used in the solution of
transonic flow, with good results being attained. Calcula
tions were done on a 100 x 41 gridwork requiring 50-100
iterations. A successive over-relaxation procedure was
presented by Steger and Lomax [5] to solve the inviscid,
non-linear, potential equations governing compressible flow.
The procedure is applied to blunt nosed, lifting airfoils
in a subsonic velocity field.
The difficulties inherent with irregular grid spacings
around airfoil boundaries were eliminated by transforming
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the flow field into a system where the airfoil is
"unwrapped"
and placed close to the bottom of the new grid. A further
departure in this field is the use of blunt, cambered
airfoils with an angle of attack. Previous papers have been
restricted to the assumptions of thin-airfoil theory- It was
assumed that the embedded shock was weak and that the
boundary layer effects are negligible.
The numerical procedure used was similar to that of
Murman and Cole [1] and Murman and Krupp [4]. Solution
agreement with experiment was very good, and extends the
solution procedure to encompass blunt, cambered airfoils
of various angles of attack.
Gostelow [6] reviewed and classified the existing
techniques for the solution of subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic flow through cascades. The proper form of the
governing flow equation to be used during mixed flow patterns
is presented along with an accepted computational method.
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III FORMULATION OF FLOW EQUATIONS FOR THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGY
Before presenting the formulation, it is interesting
to look at the historical development of the hydraulic
analogy.
It is possible to simulate a two-dimensional flow of a
compressible gas by using a hydraulic analog or by flow of
water.
The assumptions which make the hydraulic analogy
possible are:
1. Water behaves like an inviscid fluid and therefore
the boundary layer can be ignored.
2. Irrotational flow exists, resulting in the absence
of any wakes.
3. Water is an incompressible fluid.
4. No flow separation occurs at surface boundaries.
Jouguet (1920) first presented this analogy for
shock-
free flow. Loh [7] extended the classic analogy to
one-
dimensional unsteady flow, while Thompson [8] presented the
analogy in generalized coordinates. Harlemann and Ippen [9]
extended the range of application to transonic and supersonic
flow. Satisfactory results were obtained when theoretical
results from the transonic similarity laws due to Von Karman
and Kaplan were compared with the experimental results
obtained by towing model wedges through still water. For
12
specific flow conditions, Heen and Mann [10] applied the
analogy to non-steady flow in partial admission turbines.
The cases investigated included supersonic, transonic, and
subsonic regions, with a variety of shock wave configurations
within a linear cascade of blades. By applying Lighthills
method of small perturbations to the governing physical
equations of two-dimensional flow, the theoretical results
compared well with the experimental results attained by
the use of a linear water table. A further recent develop
ment of the general analogy theory by Rieger [11]
demonstrated that the analogy could be extended into
cylindrical coordinates for non-steady potential flow.
The development of the flow equations presented below
follows the general outline of Loh [7].
Continuity Equation:
An infinitesimal prism of fluid in cartesian coordinates
as applied in the hydraulic analogy is illustrated in
Figure 2. The velocity components of V for the x, y, and z
directions are given respectively as u, v, and w. The water
depth is given as h.
In the flow of water, the vertical acceleration of the
water can be neglected when compared to the acceleration of




FIGURE 2 Infinitesimal Prism Of Fluid In Cartesian
Coordinates As Applied In The Hydraulic Analogy
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P = pg (h
-
z) (1)














As can be seen, Equation (2) and (3) carry no dependence
on the z coordinate. Therefore, the horizontal accelerations
of all points along the vertical are independent of z. Thus
the horizontal velocity components u and v are constant over
the entire depth.
Equating the inflow and the outflow of fluid within the
column represented in Figure 2, the continuity equation is
obtained.
The inflow is,
uh dy + vh dx (4)
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The outflow is given by the Taylor's Series,
(5)
(u + |H dx) (h + || dx) dy + (v + 0 dy) (h + |^ dy) dx
Equating Equation (4) and Equation (5) , we obtain the





In comparison, for two-dimensional compressible gas
flow, the continuity equation is,
9(pu) 9(pv) .. n (7)
9x 3y
u
A comparison of Equation (6) and Equation (7) shows an
analogy between the water depth h, and density p.
Energy Equation:
Flow of water is assumed to be frictionless , so that
conversion of energy into heat by viscous dissipation is
excluded. The energy equation states that the sum of the
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pressure energy, Kinetic energy, and potential energy of a
water particle is constant during its motion. Hence,
P + hpV + pgz = Constant (8)









to preserve the conservation of energy.
If the water flows out from an infinitely wide basin, Vn
= 0
and the maximun water depth is h_.
2








z) + [2 (PQ
-
P)] (11)
As stated earlier, the vertical acceleration of the
water is negligible when compared with the acceleration of
gravity- Therefore, the static pressure at a point of the
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flow field depends linearly on the vertical distance under















h) = 2g Ah (13)
the maximun velocity being,













For an isentropic gaseous medium, the energy equation is,
1%) + H = HQ (16)
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Equation (19) indicates that the water depth is analogous




In gas dynamics, p is dependent on T, adiabatically ,
{~= (->(K_1) (21)
p0 T0
where K is the ratio of specific heat.
Previously it was shown that





p0 h0 T0 h0
Substituting the above equations into Equation (21) , we obtain
h0 h0
which is satisfied only when K equals 2.0. Unfortunately,
no known gas exists with such a specific heat ratio. However,
Harleman and Ippen [12] conclude that proper correlation of
results is possible with specific heat correction factors.
The next step is obtaining the equation of motion and
rewriting it into potential form.
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Differentiating the above equation with x and y, gives
3h














Since, V = u + v
9h
_












1 <u f + v # (28)
The above are referred to as Euler's Equations,
We now rewrite the continuity equation
iguI + ii|vI=0 (M)
as
9u , , 9h . 9v . , 9h _ ,_..
97h+9^U+97h+37V= (30)
and substitute Euler's Equations into Equation (30) to get
(31)
9u . u , 3u
Tr











Dividing by h and rewriting, we obtain












For irrotational motion, the vorticity must be zero. Or
-!?- <">
If this condition is met, the velocity of a flow field is
derivable from a scalar velocity potential $ as
V = V* (34)
which in two-dimensional rectangular coordinates is
expressed as
u-|l ana v-|i (35,
Substituting the velocity potential $ into Equation (32) , we
obtain the governing differential equation for ideal free
23
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The boundary conditions to be used along yith Equation (3 6)
are that of zero normal flow to the airfoil surface and the
existence of a free stream velocity far from the airfoil.
24
IV PROBLEM STATEMENT
The velocity and pressure fields around airfoil profiles











xx gn yy gn xy gn
The above equation will be solved by a finite difference
scheme which is applicable to subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows. The airfoils chosen for numerical
experimentation represent moderate extremes of frontal area
and camber. The airfoils are;
NACA 0024 - Symmetric, large cross-sectional area
NACA 0010 - Symmetric, small cross-sectional area
NACA 4412 - Slight camber, small cross-sectional area
Qualitative correlation to theoretical results will be
used to prove proper solution convergence.
25
V METHOD OF SOLUTION
Computational methods generally used in transonic
regions have been proven to be complex and at times, costly
to use. Gostelow [6], showed that the transonic potential
flow equation,







where a is the sonic velocity
entails solutions of both hyperbolic and elliptic character.
2
When B - AC > 0, the equation is hyperbolic and models
supersonic flow. In this case, the method of characteristics
is frequently used for solution. In the elliptic case
(subsonic) , the solution is obtained through an iterative
method such as Liebmann's.
Striving for a simplified approach, it was decided to
apply Murman and Cole's [1] finite difference scheme for
mixed flows, which is believed to be a straight forward
technique. The application of this method is possible due
26
to the similarity of Murman and Cole's gas dynamic non-linear
potential equation and Equation (36). This procedure is
the one which, more than any other, has shown that transonic
flow calculations need not be difficult.
Mixed Flow Finite Difference Development
The non-linear differential equation for steady ideal





--> + * a ---)- 2* = o
xx gh yy gh xy gh
where (gh)
2
is the velocity of the fluid, and $ is the
velocity potential. Rewriting into a general form with
arbitrary non-linear coefficients, we obtain Gostelow's [6]
form of the transonic equation.
A(x,y) $xx
+ B(x,y) $xy
+ C(x,y) * = 0 (38)
Equation (38) is referred to as elliptic if
2 2
B - 4AC < 0 everywhere in the region. If B - 4AC = 0
2
or B - 4AC > 0, the equation is either parabolic or
hyperbolic, respectively. Therefore, depending on the
value of the individual coefficient components (gh and the
27
local velocity) , the equation will change character during
the solution procedure. As an example, if the numerator
of C(x,y) became larger than the denominator, and assuming
A(x,y) is greater than zero, the equation would be hyperbolic
in nature. This same situation exists in gas-dynamics, as
illustrated by the velocity potential differential equation










where a is the velocity of the gaseous fluid.
In both equations, subsonic flow fields are represented
by elliptic equations. While sonic and supersonic flows
are modeled by parabolic and hyperbolic equations
respectively.
The solution of non-linear elliptic-hyperbolic
differential equations necessitates the use of separate
finite difference procedures for each equation type, (e.g. ,
Murman and Cole [1]) . For the elliptic equation, the
function $ must satisfy both the differential equation
over a closed domain and the boundary conditions on the
closed boundary of the domain. Whereas, for the hyperbolic
equation, the solution domain is open ended, consisting of
a solution which is advanced outward from known initial
28
conditions while satisfying the boundary conditions as the
solution progresses.
For the elliptic equation, the differentials are















After the non- linear equation is expressed in the finite
difference form, the difference equations with the boundary
conditions are solved iteratively for the complete solution
domain.
The differentials in the hyperbolic equations are
replaced by backward difference formulas owing to the open
ended characteristic of hyperbolic equations, viz.




m- 1 , n





24> - 5$ , + 4$
0
- $ .





The above are second order accurate (error order magnitude
2
of Ax ) due to inability of the first order accurate ex
pressions to remain stable across shock wave discontinuities.
The backward dependence of the hyperbolic difference is to
insure proper treatment of the local domain of dependence of
the hyperbolic differential equations. In other words, the
dependence on values previous to the value of the grid
point being calculated, essentially models propagation from an
initial condition. Quoting from Murman and Cole [1J, "This
procedure leads to a type sensitive difference system and
a properly posed
problem."
The formulation is implicit so
that no attention is given to a grid spacing stability
criterion. The difference equations are solved iteratively
by marching forward in the positive x-direction (propagating
outward from the inlet conditions) at the initial instant
of time, while always satisfying the boundary conditions
as the solution progresses.
An additional parabolic formula is needed for solution
continuity across sonic velocities. The parabolic
representation is identical to the hyperbolic system.
As a first approximation, the non-linear coefficient,
$ of the flow equations were treated as known quantities
during iteration. This technique has not hampered solution
convergence, so long as proper initial estimates are
assigned to all grid points. This follows the general
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observation that non- linear solutions are highly dependent
on initial estimates.
Substituting the difference expressions into Equation
(36) , the recursion relationships are obtained. Since this
step is purely algebraic and cumbersome, only the elliptic
representation will be shown.
Starting with the velocity potential partial
differential equation
2 2
$ (i - --) + $ (i - --)
- 2$ -/- = o
xx gh yy gh xy gh
(36)
The first and second differentials are replaced with the
appropriate difference expressions from Equation (40) .
(42)
4
, -2$ +$ , -, $-,-$, $-,-$,
m+l,n m,n m-l,nr , _ . 1_. , m+l,n m-l,n> , m+l,n m-l,n. -,
(Ax)2 gh 2{Ax) 2(Ax)
$ 2$ +$ $ $ $ $
m,n+l, m,n m,n-lri ,1 > , m,n+l m,n-l, , m,n+l m,n-l> -,
(Ay)2 gh 2(Ay) 2(Ay)
r





, $ _ _ $ , $ .,
r







To aid computation, the equation is non-dimensionalized
by the transformation below.







-24 + 4 , ) [l-x(4 ,, -* , ) (* , , -<J> -, )J
Ax ym+l,n Tm,n Ym-l,n 4VYm+l,n Tm-l,n Ym+l,n Ym-l,n
l3hl2(, _,* ^ ui_I
_(c[h)_
^.
-24 +4 ,)[l--r(* ,-,-* ,)(* .-,-* , x ,
Ax VTm,n+l Ym,n Tm,n-1 4VHm,n+l Tm,n-1 Tm,n+1 Ym,n-1) ]
"^AF" [%+l,n+rW,n-l)~(*m-l,n+r<f,m-l,n-l)]
CT6(4,m+l,n"Vl,n) (*mfn+l"*m,n-l)] = 0
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Further simplification and rearrangement gives
(44)
13 3 3 3 2
^it^n
"
4 'rn+lfn ^m-l,n ^m,n-l ^rnjn+l ^m+^n Mm-l,n
2 2 2
m-l,n m+l,n ^m,n+l m,n-l m,n-l m,n+l
16 ^m, n+l^m+1 , n^m-l , n-l~Tm, n+l^m-1 , n^m-l , n-1
%,n-l^m+l^^m-lfn-l <*)m,n-l(')m-l,n<')m-l,n-l ^ir^n+l^m+ljn^m+ljn-l
<pm,n+l<'>m-l,n<'>m+l,n-l ^mjn-l^m+^n^m+ljn-l <f>m,n-l<!)m-l,n<'>m+l,n-l
V,n+l<')m+l,n(1)m-l,n+l ^mjn+l m-l,n m-l,n+l m,n-l m+l,n m-l,n+l
'%,n-l(')m-l,n<')m-l,n+l Tm,n-lym-l,n<')m+l,n+l (')m,n-l<')m+l,n<')m+l ,n+l
'*m, n+1V-l , nVf-l , n+l+*m,n+l*m+l , n*m+l,
n+l}
"*m-l , n V+l , n
12 2 2 2
Ym,n+1 vm,n-l 2'Tm-l,n ym+l,n Ym,n-1 Tm,n+1
4 n 4 , -4 ,,4 ,-4]
vm+l,nTm-l,n Tm,n+lYm,n-l
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As a grid point is selected for relaxation, this
recursion equation is applied at that point utilizing
neighboring points. To illustrate the relationship,
computational molecules are presented in Figure 3.
The resulting set of non-linear algebraic equations
are solved along a constant m line. By marching forward
in the positive x-direction, the next successive constant
m line is then solved for. The latest values of 4 are
always used as they become available. As an example,
consider the fifth iteration for any 4 of an elliptic*
m,n
^
case. The values of 4 , . , 4 , , 4 , , , and 4 ,m-l,n-l' m-l,n'
m-l,n+l m,n-l
have been made available during the fifth iteration cycle.
Whereas, 4ra , , , 4 ., , , 4 . , and 4 ., ., are obtained
m,n+l m+l,n-l m+l,n m+l,n+l
from the previous fourth iteration cycle. At each stage
of the iteration process, the proper difference system is
chosen by solving for the local velocity at the particular
grid point. The relaxation procedure used is the Gauss-
Seidel method, also called Liebmann's method when elliptic
differential equations are iterated.
The test for flow transition (subsonic or supersonic)
is accomplished by solving the non-linear coefficients of
the flow equation with the latest 4 values and substituting
2
them into the quantity, (B
- 4AC) . This value is then
compared to the equation type criterion. This is done at
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are solved by again replacing the differentials with their
respective difference expressions and non-dimensionalizing.
When the flow goes around a stationary airfoil, the
potential function, 4, should satisfy the following
boundary conditions.
1. There is no flow normal to the airfoil surface.
94
= 0, V = 0
dn n
2. At a sufficient distance away from the airfoil, the
free stream velocity exists.
v9n Far 0
Field
Due to the irregular grid spacing present with the embedded
airfoil, linear interpolation of the grid spacing at the
airfoil boundary surface is necessary.
The far field boundary conditions were applied by
prescribing the proper difference for the free stream
velocity between the two remotest grid lines on each side






m=l m=2 m *-
x
FIGURE 4 Far Field Boundary Conditions
If the free stream velocity is 17.0 inches/sec. in the
x-direction, with 0.0 inches/sec. in the y-direction, the
value of 4, would be zero and the value of 4 would be 17.0.
A B
Since there is no y-component of flow, the value of $A for
all values of n would be zero, and all 4_
'
s would be 17.0.
a
Accordingly, along the horizontal boundaries, the situation
is the same, except that the difference between two
consecutive grid points are integer multiples of 17.0.
The derivative boundary condition on the airfoil surface
is of course applied differently. This boundary conditon
states; no normal flow with the airfoil surface. In vector
terminology, this means that the gradient to the airfoil
surface is zero.
9n
= 0, V = 0
n
Therefore, the difference equations close to the airfoil
must reflect the physical situation, with the necessary
37
interpolation needed for the irregular grid spacings . A
detailed scheme to apply the boundary conditions is
presented below.
Dividing the airfoil section into four quadrants.
FIGURE 5 Airfoil Quadrants
The difference equations are written in Figure 6 for one of
the quadrants as an example. The grid point being solved for
is point P-
38
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FIGURE 6c
41
The flow field is a rectangular area divided into equal
Ax and Ay spaces. The airfoil is embedded closer to the
left boundary, centered with respect to the y-direction.
Due to the fact that in potential flow analysis, disturbances
carry out to infinity, the greatest distances should be
positioned opposite the areas on the airfoil surface where
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The computer analysis program is presented as a series
of three separate experimental programs. Their names are
respectively; ISAP-1, ISAP-2, and ISAP-3.
ISAP-1 is the initial program developed to study the
proposed solution procedure. It was the success in solution
convergence of this program which warranted further efforts.
ISAP-1 models the flow field as a large area with an
exagerated grid network. At present, the main function of
ISAP-1 is to test for convergence, before ISAP-2 or ISAP-3
are used.
ISAP-2 is very similar to ISAP-1 in form and function.
Convergence characteristics, learned from ISAP-1, were
incorporated along with a smaller gridwork for a refinement
in solution accuracy. ISAP-2 can be considered as an
intermediate step to a refined analysis program.
ISAP-3 incorporates a refined gridwork, and reflects
developmental gains from ISAP-1 and ISAP-2.
The airfoil sections used during program development
included the following types; NACA 0024, NACA 0010, and
NACA 4412. Figures 8a, b, and c illustrate the basic
profiles. The only angle of attack used was that of zero
degrees. The programs can be modified to accept any angle
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Figures 9a, b, and c show the grid spacing used in the
experimental programs. Program documentation is presented
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A - Read: Freestream velocity, Initial grid
point estimates, Relaxation parameters.
B - Call Subroutine Airf: Obtain 4th order
polynomial equation representing top and
bottom of airfoil profile.
C - Output: Data check.
D - Calculate and apply far field boundary condition,
E - Start relaxation iterations.
F - Test for equation type and proceed with
proper differencing system.
G - Elliptic difference system.
H - Hyperbolic
- Parabolic difference system.
I - Decide if airfoil profile has been reached
during line relaxation. If airfoil has been
reached, apply surface boundary condition. If
not, proceed with recursion relationships.
j
-
Apply airfoil surface boundary condition.
K
- Elliptic recursion formula.
L
- Hyperbolic - Parabolic recursion formula.
53
M - Calculate percentage change between new value
and old value of grid point recently relaxed.
N - Replace old value of grid point with new
relaxed value.
0 - Check the number of unconverged points in
entire flow field. If greater than prescribed
number, Start new relaxation. If less than
#
or equal, no further iterations are needed.
P - Differentiate for velocity and height at each
grid point.
Q - Output all results.
54
VII PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Velocity and pressure distributions around airfoil
surfaces are presented as Figures 11 to 2 3 for subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic flow conditions. Characteristic
curves for each flow regime are presented separately for
the different types of airfoils and computer programs used.
Cases Studied
Results obtained from ISAP-1 include subsonic and
transonic conditons for NACA airfoils 0024, 0010, and 4412.
Results from computer program ISAP-2 include subsonic and
transonic cases for airfoils NACA 0010 and 4412. The
computer program ISAP-3 used in conjunction with NACA 0010
yields solutions for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
cases. These are presented as the last set of graphs. For
the subsonic cases, inlet velocities used for analysis were;
11 ips, 12 ips, 13 ips, 14 ips, 15 ips , 16 ips , 17 ips , and
18 ips. The corresponding Froude Numbers are respectively;
0.5595, 0.6105, 0.6613, 0.7122, 0.7631, 0.8140, 0.8648,
h
and 0.9157. The transonic case used 19 ips (Froude Number :
0.9666), with 19.65 (Froude Number
= 1.0) being the sonic
velocity for a 1 inch stagnation height in the classical
hydraulic analogy- The supersonic case used an inlet
velocity of 20 ips (Froude Number
= 1.0175). All cases
55
were run using a variety of relaxation parameters (0.1
-*- 1.5)
to determine optimum solution convergence.
Theoretical Comparisons
As a qualitative comparison, Figures 11a through lid
present theoretical gas-dynamic velocity and pressure
distributions for airfoils NACA 0024, 0010, and 16-018 in
subsonic flow fields. Transonic and supersonic curves could
not be found for the example airfoils. Airfoil NACA 16-018
is used to represent the upper surface of NACA 4412 because
no representative curves for velocity and pressure distri
butions over NACA 4412 could be found. These theoretical
results were obtained using Theodorsen's method.
Theodorsen's method is an analytical solution of local
velocity over free stream velocity on an airfoil surface
in perfect fluid flow, utilizing conformal transformations.
Equivalent pressure distributions are obtained by equating
stagnation pressure ratios of free stream velocity and
local velocity. Abbott, Von Doenhoff, and Stivers [13] are
the source of these theoretical distribution curves.
It must be noted here that comparisons of the theoreti
cal results with the numerical results are done in a
general sense. Theodorsen's method produces results in the
immediate vicinity of the airfoil surface. Whereas, the
56
analysis programs calculate results at a much larger distance
from the airfoil surface, as illustrated in Figure 9.
57
Figure Nomenclature
V - Free stream velocity
v - Local velocity
P - Free stream pressure
p
- Local pressure
H - Free stream height
h - Local height
C - Chord length
x
- Distance from leading edge
58
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VIII DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Before the results are examined individually, a comment
will be made on the proper correlation of results from the
classical hydraulic analogy to gas dynamics. As stated in
Section III, a necessary condition for the hydraulic analog's
existence is that the specific heat ratio of the gas be
exactly equal to 2.0. Unfortunately, no known gas fulfills
this requirement. As a consequence, experimental results
from the hydraulic analog, obtained by Harlemann and
Ippen [12] and others, appear to be, on the average, 10%
to 15% lower than the counterpart gas-dynamic results.
For subsonic flow, a discrepency of this magnitude is
deemed acceptable in a quantitative sense. For transonic
flow conditions, since small pressure and Mach number
variations may cause shock waves, discrepancies of 10% can
not be overlooked. Harlemann and Ippen [12] present a
correlation of gaseous flows to a hydraulic analog flow.
Essentially, the true gaseous flow is modeled by an
imaginary gas, with a specific heat ratio of 2.0, before
2
a hydraulic analog model is created. In order to obtaxn
similarity between the flow of gases and the water flow,
the pressure coefficient (C ) of both flows must be equal.
2Crofoot [13].
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To create this situation, the following expression is
used,























The uncorrected analogy will produce results which are
approximately 10% lower than the gas-dynamic results.
Harlemann and Ippen [12] conclude that acceptable quantita
tive results can be obtained when this correction is
utilized.
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Correction of height and velocity ratios in this thesis
was not included because of the limited scope of the work
undertaken, namely the solution of the potential flow
equation by a mixed finite difference scheme. It is also
the opinion of this author and Crofoot [13] that correction
techniques are in need of further investigations and
experimentation .
Relaxation Parameters
To accelerate convergence of the Gauss-Seidel method,
a relaxation parameter, w, was incorporated into the
solution technique. The relaxation parameter equation used
was,
q> = <b . w + (1-0)) . <b
Tm,n Ym,n Tm,n
where P = Iteration number
PR = Iteration P value of <J> after relaxation
Tm,n
parameter was applied
For over-relaxation, the value w lies between 1.0 and 2.0;
for under-relaxation, between > 0.0 and 1.0. The relaxation
parameter was arbitrarily selected and changed to find the
optimum value for the convergence of the solution. In some
cases it was found that solution convergence greatly
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depended on the value of the relaxation parameter chosen.
Such cases are pointed out at appropriate places.
Results
The discussion of results is grouped in the same order
as the presentation of results.
Theoretical Velocity and Pressure Distributions
(Figures 11a - f) -
These figures are the characteristic velocity and
pressure distributions for low velocity gaseous flow over
NACA airfoils 0024, 0010 and 76-018. They were obtained
from Abbott and Von Doenhoff [14] and are to be used as an
approximate quantitative comparison to the numerical results.
Computer Program ISAP-1 (Figures 12 to 17) -
The program is primarily used as a test for the
convergence of solution. The gridwork is widely spaced
so that the times required for solution are minimal and
program modifications are easy to accomplish. This program
does not have the ability to show stagnation points.
NACA 0024 Airfoil -
Subsonic Flow (Figures 12a & b) -
The time required for the convergence of solution is
1.9 to 2.2 minutes. The relaxation parameters, found
applicable for convergence, are in the range from 0.1 to 1.4
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The velocity distribution versus the chord length when
compared to Figure 11a, shows the proper slope with the
expected lower magnitude of results from theoretical
results. The height distribution versus the chord length
illustrates the resultant rise in height due to a lesser
velocity. All the inlet velocities used, produced the same
curve with negligible differences.
Transonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
Although solution convergence occurs , large velocity
and pressure gradients are found around the airfoil surface.
This indicates the inability of the program to handle large
shock wave formation in the transonic region. No represen
tative figure is presented for this case.
Supersonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
Solution convergence was not attained.
NACA 0010 Airfoil -
Subsonic Flow (Figures 13a & b) -
The time required for the convergence of solution is
1.9 to 2.0 minutes. The relaxation parameters found
applicable for convergence ranged from 0.1 to 1.5. The
velocity distribution versus the chord length shows the
proper slope and the expected velocity magnitude, as seen
from Figure lie. The height distribution also follows the
velocity curve properly. All inlet velocities used, produced
the same curve with negligible differences.
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Transonic Flow (Figures 14a & b) -
The time required for the convergence of solution is
the same as in the previous cases. Two curves are included
because it was found that a relaxation parameter of 0.1 to
0.8 produced a nearly horizontal slope indicating higher
velocities around the airfoil and parameters of 0.8 to 1.5
produced a solution, indicating weak shock formation. Again,
the pressure curves reflect the velocity curves properly.
Supersonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
Solution convergence was not attained.
NACA 4412 Airfoil (Upper Surface) -
Subsonic Flow (Figures 15a & b)
-
The time required for the convergence of solution is
1.9 to 2.0 minutes. The relaxation parameters range from
0.1 to 1.5. Although at first glance the velocity distri
butions seem incorrect, they follow the approximate slope
of the theoretical curve for the similar airfoil NACA 76-018
(Figure lie). For both theoretical and numerical results,
the velocity increases after 50% of the chord has been
traversed. This indicates that the proper attitude has been
achieved. All inlet velocities produced the same curves
with negligible differences.
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Transonic Flow (Figures 17a & b) -
The time required for the convergence of solution
is the same as in the subsonic case. All relaxation
parameters used, produced a large shock wave at approximately
50 to 90 percent of the chord length. This is precisely
where the highest velocities are to be expected.
Supersonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
Solution convergence was not
attained*
NACA 4412 Airfoil (Lower Surface)
-
Subsonic Flow (Figures 16a & b) -
The lower surface of NACA 4412 presents the profile of
a very thin airfoil. Therefore, the velocity and pressure
curves are nearly horizontal.
Transonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
The transonic results were identical to the subsonic
results.
Supersonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
Solution convergence was never attained.
ISAP-2 (Figures 18a & b) -
Analysis program used as an intermediate step to a
refined grid program. This program does not have the
ability to show stagnation points.
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NACA 0010 Airfoil -
Subsonic Flow (Figures 18a & b) -
The time required for the convergence of solution is
approximately 2.5 to 3.3 minutes. Relaxation parameters
applicable to solution convergence range from 0.1 to 1.0.
The magnitude of the numerical results are good but no
recognizable slope, when compared to Figure lie, can be
found.
Transonic Flow (Figures 19a & b) -
The time required for the convergence of solution is
identical to the subsonic case. A relaxation parameter of
0.1 to 0.8 produced a nearly horizontal slope indicating
higher velocities around the airfoil and parameters of
0.8 to 1.5 produce a divergent solution. Indicating sonic
velocities cannot be handled.
Supersonic Flow (No figure presented) -
Solution convergence was not attained.
NACA 4412 Airfoil (Upper Surface)
-
Subsonic Flow (Figures 20a & b) -
Solution convergence times and relaxation parameters
are identical to the NACA 0010 airfoil. A positive slope
is visible and shows proper correlation to what is to be
expected for the velocity distribution over NACA 4412.
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Transonic Flow (No figure presented)
-
Solution convergence was not attained.
Supersonic Flow (No figure presented) -
Solution convergence was not attained.
ISAP-3 (Figures 21-23) -
Final refined analysis program. This program does not
have the ability to show stagnation points.
NACA 0010 Airfoil -
Subsonic Flow (Figures 21a & b) -
Solution convergence times were found to be approxi
mately, 4.8 to 5.2 minutes. Applicable relaxation parameters
range from 0.1 to 1.5. The magnitude of the numerical
results are good but no recognizable slope, when compared
to Figure lie, can be found.
Transonic Flow (Figures 22a & b) -
Solution convergence only occurs with a relaxation
parameter which is less than 1.0. The time required for
convergence to solution is identical to the subsonic case.
This case indicates that shock discontinuities are difficult
to handle in the transonic case. Convergent solutions
indicate large velocities over the airfoil surface with no
shock formation. If the critical velocity is attained,
the solution becomes divergent.
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Supersonic Flow (Figures 23a & b) -
Solution convergence times range from 5.0 to 5.2
minutes. Proper relaxation parameters were found to be
below 0.5 for both the elliptic and the hyperbolic systems.
The velocity distribution curves show shock waves as large
velocity decreases after equally large increases. The
pressure distributions also show large pressure gradients,
indicating shock waves. The series of shocks are produced
because supersonic flow is always applied throughout the
flow field.
In general it has been found that the programs based
on the mixed differential scheme calculate stable solutions
of the correct magnitude. For the transonic cases,
solutions have appeared which are stable and unstable.
Results from these cases are suspect and need further
investigations. All computer runs of stable solutions, using
various inlet velocities, produced identical results with
negligible differences. This is another indication of
proper convergence to the solution.
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IX CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The solution of the transonic potential flow equation
for the hydraulic analog has been obtained. As stated by
Roache [15], identical convergence to within round-off
error tolerance for various computer runs using the same
flow conditions, indicates correct convergence to solution.
Such is the case with the numerical results from computer
programs ISAP-1, ISAP-2, and ISAP-3. The mixed finite
difference scheme has proven to be an effective technique
in the solution of elliptic and hyperbolic flow problems.
Valid results have been obtained based on approximate
quantitative comparisons of theoretical and numerical
subsonic velocity and pressure distributions. For conditions
near the wave propagation velocity (sonic velocity) , where
mixed subsonic and supersonic flow is probable, difficulties
have arisen in proper solution convergence. This was found
to occur in the Froude Number range of 0.8857 to 1.00. These
difficulties appear to center on inadequate grid spacing
and possibly on the parabolic system representation for near
sonic velocities. Clearly, further research is indicated
for mixed flow.
Recommendations for further development of this
solution technique are:
1. It is recommended that a highly refined grid or one




It would then be possible to
solve for velocity and pressure distributions in the
immediate vicinity of the airfoil.
2. The application of the airfoil surface boundary
condition is presently applied by interpolating unequal
grid spacings. Alternative methods must be investigated to
determine the optimum treatment. An example would be to use
a rotated gridwork near the airfoil surfaces.
3. Instead of allowing stagnation points to evolve
naturally during iteration, it is recommended that the
stagnation points and Kutta conditions, be prescribed as
airfoil boundary conditions. The Kutta condition states that
the circulation around an airfoil is such as to make the
velocity at the trailing edge finite.
4. The use of an unequal grid spacing in the solution
of the transonic potential equation is an interesting topic
which has not been fully investigated. As an example, the
use of a polar network from the airfoil with increasing
grid spacings further away from the airfoil is a possible
course.
5. Due to the difficulties of finding a solution for
transonic flow conditions, investigations into alternate
finite difference schemes for this region is indicated. An
example would be to branch to a very refined local gridwork.
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6. Along the same approach as above, shock prediction
techniques and/or localized refinements in regions of
probable shocks, should be investigated.
2
7. Instead of solving the quantity, B
- 4AC, for
selection of equation type it may be advantageous to search
for local areas of large velocity or pressure gradients.
Experimentation with this technique may lead to increased
accuracy during transonic iterations .
8. The application of Euler's method or the Peachman-
Rachford iteration method for the solution of the non- linear
equations should be investigated. It is possible that
increased accuracy of results and decreased computing times
can be realized.
9. Further investigations of correction techniques
when modeling gaseous flow are needed. Incorporation of
such methods into the analysis program will be an improvement,
10. Typical turbine blades and highly cambered airfoils
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APPENDIX I
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY'S WATER TABLE
The Rochester Institute of Technology water table
is shown in Figure 24. This device utilizes the
hydraulic analogy of gas dynamics to simulate the
two-
dimensional flow of a gas through a turbine stage by the
flow of water over a horizontal surface. The flow circuit
*
is shown in Figure 25 . Water enters and is passed through
a model turbine stage which is made geometrically similar
to the cross-section and arrangement of the actual turbine
stage geometry which is to be studied. The incoming water
flows radially outward, and enters a ring of inlet nozzles
which direct it on to a continuous row of moving blades.
The water flows through this moving blade row and passes
finally through a back-pressure screen at the edge of the
table surface, and then back to the sump. Test conditions
of water depth and blade positioning are controlled to a
high degree of precision. One of the moving blade support
members is instrumented with semiconductor strain gages. As
the blade support member deforms slightly under forces
applied by the flow of water from the nozzle row, strain
gage signals are generated. These signals are passed to a
tape recorder for subsequent diagnosis on a spectrum
analyzer.
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The water table apparatus measures instantaneous
variation of the forces and torques imparted by the water
flow to the instrumented blade. Flow velocity is measured
by Rochester Institute of Technology's hot film anemometer,
and water depth is measured by instantaneous impedence
measurements.
Past experience and experimental studies using the
Rochester Institute of Technology water table hydraulic






































































































Listed in order of appearance -
HHO - Real output variable, water depth at grid
point versus stagnation depth.
SS - Real dummy array, single precision constants
for the upper airfoil surface polynomial. See
variable S.
RR - Real dummy array, single precision constants
for the lower airfoil surface polynomial. See
variable R.
ZZ - Real dummy array, single precision constants
for the derivative of the airfoil polynomials.
See variable Z.
XBB - Real dummy array, single precision coordinates
of the upper airfoil surface. See variable XB,
XFF - Real dummy array, single precision coordinates
of the lower airfoil surface. See variable XF.
BBON
- Real constant y, single precision y -intercept
of upper airfoil surface polynomial. See
variable BON.
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CCON - Real constant y, single precision y-intercept
of lower airfoil surface polynomial. See
variable CON.
X5 - Dummy variable, used only in subroutine
Polyderv, no assignment necessary.
P - Real output array, specifies finite difference
grid and is the variable name of the potential
value being solved for.
S - Real constant array, double precision constants
for the upper airfoil surface polynomial.
R - Real constant array, double precision constants
for the lower airfoil surface polynomial.
Z - Real constant array, double precision constants
for the derivative of the airfoil polynomials.
XB - Real constant array, double precision
coordinates of the upper airfoil surface.
XF - Real constant array, double precision
coordinates of the lower airfoil surface.
BON - Real constant, double precision y-intercept
of upper surface polynomial.
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CON Real constant, double precision y-intercept
of lower surface polynomial.
EX - Real input array, initial estimates of
potential values.
X - Dummy variable, used only in subroutine
Polyderv, no assignment necessary.
PR - Integer array, airfoil identification.
UCP - Real output array, unconverged potential
values .
KXC, KYC
- Real output arrays, unconverged grid point
locations, row and column respectively.
IRUN - Integer input variable, indicates a new run
using intermediate results stored on tape.
VL - Real input variable, free stream velocity in
non-dimensional form.
W - Real input variable, relaxation parameter for
subsonic equation.
W2 - Real input variable relaxation parameter for
supersonic equation.
E - Real constant, indicates the percent change
between iterations of the potential values .
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NI - Integer variable, iteration counter.
NMAX - Integer constant, maximum iterations allowed.
K - Integer variable, unconverged points counter.
TE - Real variable, equation type selector.
PN - Real variable, calculated potential.
2
AT, BT, CT
- Real variables, components of B
- 4AC .
Y - Real variable, y-coordinate of grid point
near airfoil surface from inlet boundary -
XX - Real variable, x-coordinate of grid point
near airfoil surface from inlet boundary.
DIX - Real variable, starting point of search for
normal vector.
XC - Real variable, XX plus x-coordinate of point
on airfoil surface which creates a normal
vector from surface to grid point.
XA - Real variable, DIX plus x-coordinate of point
on airfoil surface which creates a normal





Real variable, y-coordinate of point on airfoil
surface which creates a normal vector from
surface to grid point.
Real variables, component vector of the normal
vector from surface to grid point.
Real variable, slope of the above normal.





Real variable, angular slope in radians of the
tangent to the airfoil surface at the point of
the normal to the surface.
Real dummy variable, same as YD.
Real variable, counter for determination of
normal , in radians .




Real variable, same as THETA but in angular
measurement.
Real dummy variable, difference of new
calculated potential from old calculated
potential.
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DIFF - Real variable, percentage difference of BRAT.
VI - Real variable, x velocity vector.
V2 - Real variable, y velocity vector.
VEL - Real variable, resultant magnitude of velocity
vector.
THR - Real variable, resultant velocity vector slope
in radians.
TH - Real variable, resultant velocity vector slope
in angular measurements.
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PROGRAM NAME - I SAP I
2 INCH X 2 INCH GRID, CONVERGENCE
TEST-
FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF HYDRAULIC ANALOG FLOW EQUATIONS








3) VELOCITY POTENTIAL EQUATION
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
1) ELLIPTIC EQN -- CENTRAL DIFF - SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
2) PARABOLIC EQN - BACKWARD DIFF - SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
3) HYPERBOLIC EQN - BACKWARD DIFF - SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
4) IMPLICIT FORMULATION FOR PARABOLIC & HYPERBOLIC SOLUTIONS
5) GAUSS-SIEDEL INTERATION
6) NON-LINEARITIES TREATED AS LINEAR
7) OVER -RELAXAT I ON > USER SELECTED
8) NON-DIMENSIONAL OUTPUT
9) VELOCITY OUTPUT AS SQUARE ROOT OF FROUDE NUMBER
10) HEIGHT OUTPUT AS HEIGHT AT SELECTED GRID POINT VS.
STAGNATION HEIGHT
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)00 C 11) DOUBLE PRECISION
I MPL I C I T D0U BLE PREC 1 8 1 0N ( A - H v 0 - Z >
REAL HHO , SS ( 4 ) , RR ( 4 ) y 17. ( 3 ) , XBB ( 1 20 ) , XFF ( 1.20 ) ? CCON , BBON , X5 ( 4 )
DIMENSION P ( 31 , 46 ) y S < 4 ) , R ( 4 ) , UCP < 1500 )
D [MENS I ON XB ( 1 20 ) , XF < 1 20 ) , Z ( 3 )
DIMENSION EX (27) ,X(4)
INTEGER PR ( 2 ) , KXC ( 1500 ) v KYC < .1.500 )
DATA CARD - FOR RUN # X INLET VELOCITY
READ ( 1 0 5 v 9 6 7 > I. RUN , VL
967 FORMAT ( 5X , 12 , 5X , F7 . 5 )




DATA CARDS - FOR INITIAL ESTIMATE
READ (105 ,977) ( EX ( I ) , 1=1 , 27 )
977 FORMAT (F8. 5)




993 FORMAT ( F5 . 3 y 5X , F5 . 3 )
DO 982 1 = 1,4
982 S(I)=0.0







































































































































XF( 113) =0.04 13
XF( 11 4) =0.0325
XF( 11 5) =0.0292
XF( 116) =0.0 195
XF( 11 7 )=().() 1.53
XF( 118) =0.01 10
XF( 11 9) =0.0080
XF(120)=0,0

































































000 995 FORMAT (:LH:l.,20Xy 'DATA CHECK',///)
000 DO 707 M=ly31
000 DO 707 N=ly46
000 707 WRITE < 108 708) M,N,P(M,N)

















000 C FAR FIELD B.C.'S APPLIED
000 C
000 C
000 DO 4 N-1,46
000 P(1,N)=0.0
000 4 P(2,N)=VL





















DO 3 N=.l. ,46
FAR FIELD B.C.'S USED











9 AT=< 1 ,0-(P(M+l N)**2- 2*P(M+ 1 , N ) *P < M-l ,N)+P(M-J. ,N)**2)/4. )
BT= ( P (Mil , N ) *P ( M fNil ) --P ( M+ l N ) *P ( M ,N-l ) -P ( M-l , N ) *P ( M , N+l )
1+P(M~1 ,N)*P(M,N-1) )/4.
CT= ( 1 . 0- < P ( M y N + l ) *#2-2*P ( M y N + l ) *p ( M ,N-l ) +P ( M y N-l ) **2 ) /4 . )
TE=(BT**2)-(4*(AT*CT> )
IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO 10
IF(TE.EQ.O.O) GO TO 11
IF(TE.GT.O.O) GO TO 11
C AIRFOIL HAS BEEN REACHED DURING INTERATIONS (SUBSONIC CASE)
C
C




00 16 PN = ( ( P ( M+ 1 , N ) **3+P ( M 1 , N ) **3+P ( M , N
- 1 ) **3+P ( M , N+ 1 ) **3--P ( M+ 1 , N ) **2*
00 1 P ( M- 1 , N ) -P ( M-- 1 , N ) **2*P ( M + l , N ) -P ( M , N + 1 ) **2*P ( M ,
N-- 1 ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) **2*P (
'00 1 M y N+ 1 ) ) /4 , + ( P ( M , N + 1 ) *P ( M+ 1 , N ) *P (
M- 1 N- 1 ) ~P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M- 1 y N > #P <
M- 1 ,
'00 1N- 1 ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) *P ( M+ 1 y N ) *P (
M- 1 , N- 1 ) +P ( M , N- 1 ) *P ( M 1 , N ) *P ( M- 1 r
N- 1 > -P <
'00 1 M , N + 1 ) *P ( M+ 1 t N ) *P ( M+ 1 ,
N- 1 ) +P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M- 1 , N ) *P ( M + 1 , N- 1 ) +P< M ,
N- 1 ) *
'00 1 p ( M + 1 , N ) *P ( M+ 1 , N- 1 ) ""P ( M , N
- 1 ) *P ( M- 1 , N ) *P ( Ml 1 , N- 1 ) -P ( M , N + 1 ) *P < M+ 1. , N
00 1 ) *P ( M- 1 , N + 1 ) IP ( M , N + 1 ) *P (
M-- 1 , N ) *P ( M - 1 , N+ 1 ) IP ( M , N~ 1 ) *P ( M+ 1 y N ) *P (
M- I.
100 1 , N+ 1 ) P ( M , N 1 ) *P ( M 1 y N ) * P ( M 1 , N + 1 ) + P ( M y N
~ 1 ) *P ( M - 1 , N ) *P ( M + 1 , N+ 1 )
- P
00 1 ( M , N- 1 ) *P < M+ I. f N ) *P (
Ml- 1 , N + 1 ) -P ( M , N + 1 ) *P ( M- 1 , N ) *P ( M + 1 , N+ 1 ) +P ( M , N + 1 )
00 1 *p ( M + 1 , N ) *P ( M+ 1 , N + 1 ) ) / 1 6 . -P (
M- 1 , N ) -P ( M + 1 , N ) -P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M ,
N-- 1 ) ) / ( (
00 IP (M-l , N ) **2+P ( M+l , N ) **2+P < M ,N-l ) **2+P ( M , N+l ) **2 ) /2 , -P ( M+l , N ) *P (
M-
00 1 1 , N ) -P ( M , N+l ) *P ( M y N-l ) -4 . )
00 C
00 C





SUPERSONIC INLET FLOW CONDITIONS, IF NEEDED
11 IF(M.EQ.2) GO TO 16
IF(M.EQ.3) GO TO 16
C AIRFOIL. HAS BEEN REACHED DURING INTERATIONS (SUPERSONIC CASE)
C
C
IF(M.EQ.8.0R.M.GT.8) GO TO 15
PARABOLIC & HYPERBOLIC EQUATION
50 PN= ( 5 . *P ( M- 1 , N ) -4 . *P ( M--2 , N ) +P ( M-3 , N ) -P ( M , N + 1 ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) + ( 40 . *P ( M- 1
1 , N ) **2*P ( M-2 , N ) -5 . *P ( M-2
-
N ) **2*P ( M-l , N ) -80 . *P ( M-l , N ) **3+4 . *P < M-2 ,
IN ) **2 +64 . *P (M-l y N ) **2*P ( M-2 , N ) -32 . *P ( M-2 , N ) **2*P ( M~ 1 , N ) +8 . *P ( M- 1 ,
1 N ) *P ( M-2 , N ) *P ( M-3 t N ) - 1 6 . #P ( M- 1 , N ) **2*P ( M-3 , N ) ~P ( M-2 , N ) **2*P ( M-3 ,
1 N ) +P ( M , N- 1 ) **3 +P ( M , N + 1 ) **3-P ( M , N + 1 ) **2*P ( M , N- 1 ) -P ( M , N-- 1 ) **2*P < M , N
1 + 1 ) ) /4 . + ( 4 . *P ( M -2 , N - 1 ) *P ( M - 1 , N ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) -4 . *P ( M- 1 , N ) *P ( M , N- 1 ) *P ( M
1-2 , N- 1 ) +P (M-2 t N ) *P ( M v N - 1 ) *P (M-2 , N- 1 ) -P ( M-2 , N ) *P ( M v N+ 1 ) *P < M-2 , N - 1 )
1-16 . *P (M-l y N ) *P ( M , N+ l ) *P ( M-l rN-l ) + 16 . *P ( M-l N ) *P ( M ,N-l ) *P ( M-l , N-l
1 ) -4 , *P (M-2 , N ) *P ( M ,N-l ) *P (M-l ,N-l ) +4 . *P ( M-2 v N ) *P ( M , N + l ) *P ( M-l ,N-l )
1 + 12. *P ( M- 1 , N ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M , N- 1 ) - 1 2 . *P ( M- 1 N ) *P ( M , N- 1 ) **2+3 . *P < M-2
1 , N ) *P ( M ,N-l ) **2-3 . *P ( M-2 y N ) *P ( M y N+l ) *P ( M ,N-l ) -4 . *P (M-l , N ) *P ( M , N+l
1 ) *P ( M-2 , N+ 1 ) +4 . *P ( M- 1 , N ) *P ( M , N- 1 ) *P ( M-2 , N+ 1 ) -P ( M-2 , N ) *P ( M ,
N- 1 ) *P (
1M-2 , N + l ) +P ( M-2 , N ) *P ( M r N + l ) *P ( M-2 , N+l ) +16 . *P ( M-l. , N ) #P ( M , N+ l ) *P ( M-l
1 , N+l ) -.1.6 . *P ( M-l f N ) *P ( M ,N-l ) *P ( M-l t N+l ) +4 . *P ( M-2 , N ) *P ( M , N -1 ) *P ( M-l
1 , N+ 1 ) -4 , *P ( M -2 , N ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M~ 1 , N+ 1 ) - 1 2 . *P ( M-- 1 , N ) *P ( M , N + 1 ) **2+ 1 2
1 . *P (M-l , N ) *P ( M ,N-l ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) -3 . *P ( M-2 t N ) '*P ( M , N- 1 ) *P < M , N+ 1)13. *P ( M
1 - 2 , N ) )k P ( M , N+ 1. ) **2 ) / 1 6 . ) / ( ( 93 . *P ( M , N ) *P ( M- 1 , N ) +9 ? *P ( M , N ) *P ( M-3 , N )
-
148 . *P ( M , N ) *P ( M-2 , N ) -18 ? *P ( M , N ) **2+142 , *P ( M-2 , N ) #P ( M-l y N ) -24 . *P (
M-
1 1 , N ) *P ( M-3 , N ) +6 . *P (M-2 , N ) *P ( M-3 , N ) -4 , *P ( M y N+ I. ) *P ( M , N
- 1 ) -26 . *P ( M-2
1 , N ) **2- 152 . *P ( M- 1 , N ) **2 ) /A . + ( 3 . *P ( M-2 , N- 1 ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) -3 . *P ( M ,
N- 1 ) *
1 P (M-2 , N- 1 ) - 1 2 . *P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M 1 , N~ 1 ) + 1 2 . *P ( M y
N- 1 ) *P ( M~ 1 , N- 1 ) +9 , *P ( M
1 , N+ 1 ) *P ( M , N- 1 ) -3 . *P ( M y N + 1 ) *P ( M-2 t N+ 1 ) +3 . *P ( M ,
N- 1 ) *P ( M-2 t N+ 1 ) + 1 2 . *
00 1 P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M - 1 , N+ 1 ) - 1 2 . *P ( M , N- 1 ) *P ( M- 1 , N+ 1 ) +9 . *P ( M t
N- 1 ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) -
00 IP ( M ,N-l > **2--P ( M , N+l ) **2 ) /16 . )
00 C
00 C
00 C RELAXATION EQUATION
00 C
00 C
00 FN=PN*W2+ ( 1 --W2 ) *P ( M , N )
OO C
OO C





13 GO TO (7,7,7,7,7,7,14,14,14, 14,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16
1 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 y 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 ) v M
14 GO TO (16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16
1, 16, 51 ,51,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16
1,16,16,16,16, 16) ,N
15 GO TO ( 7 , 7 y 7 7 y 7 , 7 y 7 , 17 , 17 y 17 y 50 y 50 , 50 y 50 , 50 y 50 y 50 y 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50
1 y 50 y 50 y 50 y 50 y 50 y 50 , 50 , 50 y 50 ) y M
17 GO TO (50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50
1,50,51,51,50, 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 , 50 ,50,50, 50 ,50,50,
150, 50, 50, 50, 50 ),N
C
C




IF(N.GT.22) GO TO 667








YA=CON+R ( 1 ) *XA+R ( 2 ) *XA**2+R ( 3 ) *XA**3+R ( 4 ) *XA**4
YN=(43.0+YA)-Y
XN=XC-XX








CALL POLYDERV ( ZZ , NZ , X5 , NX )




YD=Z ( 1 ) *XA+Z ( 2 ) *XA**2+Z ( 3 ) *XA**3
PHI=YD
PI 11 = -PHI
ED=PHI+THETA
E=( 1 80. *ED)/3. 14159
E=DABS(E)
IF(E.LT.94.AND.E.GT.86) GO TO 670
669 CONTINUE
IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO 16
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50




PN= ( 1- ( 1 . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , N- 1 ) + ( 1 . / ( DTAN
1,N-1)














YA=CON+R ( 1 ) *XA+R ( 2 ) *XA**2+R ( 3 ) *XA**3+R ( 4 ) *XA**4
YN=(43.0+YA)-Y
XN=XC~XX








CALL POLYDERV ( ZZ , NZ , X5 , NX )
DO 62 12=1,4
62 X(I2)=DBLE(X5(I2) )
DO 63 12=1 y 3
63 Z(I2)=DBLE(ZZ(I2) )




E=( 180. *ED)/3. 14159
r=DABS(E)
IF(E.LT.94.AND.E.GT.86) GO TO 681
672 CONTINUE
IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO 16
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
681 THE=(180.*THETA)/3.14159
THE=DABS(THE)
IF (THE. EG. 45. )
IP(THE.GT.45. )













PN= ( 1 - ( 1 . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M ,
N- 1 ) + ( 1 . / ( DTAN
( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) *P ( M+ 1 , N
- 1 ) + ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) *P ( M
127
300 XA=0.005*I+DIX
D00 YA=BON+S ( 1 ) *XA+S ( 2 ) *XA**2+S ( 3 ) *XA**3+ S ( 4 ) *XA**4
300 YN=(43.0+YA)-Y
300 XN=XX-XC




000 DO 885 J=2,4
OOO 885 X(J)=S(J)
OOO DO 64 12=1,4
000 64 X5 (12) =SNGL ( X ( 1 2 ) )
300 CALL POLYDERV (ZZ,NZ,X5, NX)
OOO DO 65 12=1,4
000 65 X(I2)=DBLE(X5(I2) )
OOO DO 66 12=1,3
OOO 66 Z ( 1 2 ) =DBLE ( ZZ ( 1 2 ) )
000 YD=Z ( 1 ) *XA+Z ( 2 ) *XA**2+Z ( 3 ) *XA**3
000 PHI = YD
OOO ED=PHI+THETA
OOO E= ( 1 80 . *ED ) /3 . 1 4 1 59
000 E=DABS(E)
000 IF(E.LT.94.AND.E.GT.86> GO TO 682
000 674 CONTINUE
OOO IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO .1.6
000 IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
000 682 THE=< ISO. *THETA)/3..1.4159
000 THE=DABS(THE)
000 I F ( T IIE . E0 . 45 . )
I"'
N = P ( M - 1 , N+ 1 )
000 I F ( THE . GT . 45 . ) PN== ( 1 - ( 1 . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , N + 1 ) + ( 1. . / ( DTAN
000 1( THETA) ) )*P(M-1,N+1 )
000 IF ( THE . LT . 45 . ) PN= ( 1- ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) *P ( M - 1 , N ) + ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) *P ( M-l
000 1,N+1)






000 DO 675 1=1,400
000 XC=XX~( 0.005*1)
000 XA=DIX-(0. 005*1)







000 DQ 886 J=2,4
000 886 X(J)=S(J)
000 DO 67 12=1,4
OOO 67 X5(I2)=SNGL(X(I2) )
000 CALL POLYDERV (ZZ,NZ,X5, NX)





YD=Z ( 1 ) *XA+Z ( 2 ) *XA**2+Z ( 3 ) *XA**3
PHI=YD
ED=PHI+THETA
E=( 1 80 .*ED)/3. 14159
E=DABS(E)
IF(E.LT,94.AND.E.GT,86) GO TO 683
675 CONTINUE
IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO 1.6
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
683 THE= (180 . *THETA ) /3 . 1 4 1 59
THE=DABS(THE)




( M+ 1 , N+ 1. )
I F ( THE . GT . 45 . ) PN= ( 1 - ( 1 , / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P < M , N + 1 ) + ( 1 . / ( DTAN
1 (THETA) ) )*P(M+1,N+1)




IF(TE.LT.O.O) PN=PM*W+(l-W)*P(MyN) ,G0 TO 7




C COMPARE NEW VALUES WITH OLD VALUES
C
C
IF(P(MyN) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 900
BRAT=PN-P(M,N)
IF (BRAT. EQ.O.O) GO TO 900
D I FF= ( BRAT * 1 00 . ) /P ( M , N )












WRITE CI. 08, 996)








INTERATION= ' , 14 ,5X ,
'
t OF PTS UNCON . =
'
, 15 , // )
C
C
C SAFETY MEASURE, SAVE INTERMEDIATE VALUES
C
C




000 C KICK OUT OF INTERATIONS WHEN PTS. HAVE CONVERGED
000 C
000 C
000 IF(K.LE.IO) GO TO 901
000 994 NI=NI+1
000 GO TO 902
000 901 CONTINUE








000 997 FORMAT (////)
000 DO 903 M=l,31
000 DO 904 N=l,46
000 IF(M.GT.l .AND.M.LT.31) GO TO 965
000 GO TO 961
000 965 CONTINUE
000 IF(N.GT.1.AND,N.LT.46) GO TO 960
000 GO TO 961
000 96 1 I F ( M . EQ . 1 . AND . N . EQ . 1 ) V 1 =P ( M+ 1 , N ) -P ( M , N ) , V2=P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M , N ) ,
000 1G0 TO 990
000 I F ( M . EQ . 1 . AND . N . EQ . 46 ) V 1 =P ( M + 1 , N ) -P ( M , N ) , V2= P ( M y N ) -P ( M , N - ;l ) ,
000 1G0 TO 990
000 I F ( M . EQ . 3 1 . AND . N . EQ . 1 ) VI = P ( M , N ) -P ( M- 1 , N ) y V2= P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M , N ) ,
000 1G0 TO 990
000 IF ( M . EQ . 31 . AND ? N . EQ . 46 ) V1 = P ( M , N ) -P (M-l , N ) i V2=P ( M , N ) -P ( M ,N-l ) A,
000 1G0 TO 990
000 I F ( M . EQ ? 1 ) VI =P ( M+ 1 , N ) -P ( M , N ) ? V2= ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) ) /2 . ,
000 1G0 TO 990
000 I F ( N . EQ . 1 ) V 1 = ( P ( M+ 1 , N ) -P ( M- 1 , N ) ) /?. . , V2=P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M , N ) i
000 1G0 TO 990
000 I F ( M . EQ .31) VI =P ( M , N ) ~P ( M - 1 , N ) r V2= ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M v
N- 1 ) ) /2 . ?
000 1G0 TO 990
000 I F ( N . EQ . 46 ) V 1 = ( P ( M + 1 , N ) -P ( M- 1 , N ) ) /2 . , V2= P ( M > N ) -P ( M ,
N- 1 ) ,
000 1G0 TO 990
000 960 CONTINUE
000 IF(M.GT.6.AND.M.LT,12) GO TO 988
000 GO TO 987
000 988 I F ( N . GT . 2 1 . AND . N . LT . 23 ) V2= ( P ( M , N ) P ( M y N
- 1 ) ) J V 1 = ( P < M , N ) -P (
M-
000 11,N) ) ,00 TO 990
000 I E ( N . GT , 22 . AND . N . LT . 24 ) V2= ( P ( M y N + 1 ) -P ( M , N ) ) 5 V 1 = ( P ( M + 1 , N )
-
000 lP(MyN) ) J GO TO 990
000 987 V1=(P(M+1,N)~P(M-1 ,N) )/2.
000 V2= ( P ( M , N + l ) -P ( M ,N-l ) ) /?. .
000 990 CONTINUE
OOO VEL=DSQRT( ( Vl**2 ) + ( V2**2 ) )
000 THR=DATAN(V2/V1)
OOO T II := (180.*THR ) / 3 . 1 4 1. 5 9








WRITE ( 108 , 700 ) M , N , TH , VEL , HHO P ( M ~ N )



















, G , 5X ,
' H/HO= '




y G 1 1.6)
904 CONTINUE
903 CONTINUE




WRITE (101 ) P
l'F(NI.LT.NMAX) GO TO 994
C
C




701 F0RMAT(////,5X, 'INTERATIONS EXCEED NMAX')
980 CONTINUE
WRITE (108,704) NI
704 FORMAT < /// ,5X ,
' INTERATIONS** ' , 14 )
WRITE (108,703) K
703 F0RMAT(///,5X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS WHERE CONVERGENCE IS INCOMPLETE'
1,15)
IF(K.GT.IO) GO TO 991
992 CONTINUE
WRITE (108,998)
998 FORMAT (////,5X, 'UNCONVERGED POINTS - POSITION X, POTENTIAL',//)
WRITE ( 108 , 989 ) ( KXC ( J ) , KYC ( J ) , UCP ( J ) , J=l , K )












, 5X , G )
WRITE (108,984)









C END OF PROGRAM
- < I SAP I >
C
131
PROGRAM NAME - I SAP- I I
1 INCH X 1 INCH GRID
FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF HYDRAULIC ANALOG FLOW EQUATIONS




5) FAR FIELD BOUNDARY CONDITION APPLIED
EQUATION TYPE
1) NON-LINEAR
2 ) ELL I P T I C - PARA B 0 1... I C - HY PE R B0L I C
3) VELOCITY POTENTIAL EQUATION
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
1) ELLIPTIC EQN - CENTRAL DIFF SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
2) PARABOLIC EQN - BACKWARD DIFF - SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
3) HYPERBOLIC EQN - BACKWARD DIFF
- SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
4 ) I MP L I C: I T F0RMU I...A T 1 0N F0R PARA B 0 1... I C & 1 1 Y PERB (.) I... I C S 0 LU T 1 0M S
5) GAUSS-SIEDEL INTERATION
6) NON-LINEARITIES TREATED AS LINEAR
7) OVER-RELAXATION > USER SELECT ED
8) NON-DIMENSIONAL OUTPUT
9) VELOCITY OUTPUT AS SQUARE ROOT OF FROUDE NUMBER











I MPL I C I T D0UB I... E PE EC 1 8 1 0 N ( A
- II v 0 - Z )
R EA I... H l-l0 , S S ( 4 ) , RR ( 4 ) y Z Z ( 3 ) , X B B ( 1. 20 ) , X 2 2 (120), C C0N , D B0N , X5 ( 4 )
D I M E NS 1 0N P ( 4 1 , 7 2 ) v S ( 4 ) y R ( 4 ) , U CJP ( 3 0 0 0 )
DIMENSION XIJK 120) , X2 ( 120 ) y Z ( 3 )
DIMENSION EX(37),X(4)
INTEGER PR ( 2 ) , KXC ( 3000 ) , KYC ( 3000 )
DATA CARD - FOR RUN * ii INLET VELOCITY
READ (1.05,967) IRUN, VI...
967 F0RMAT(5X,I2,5X,F7.5)




DATA CARDS - FOR INITIAL EST I MAT
READ (105,977) (EX(I) ,1=1,37)









993 FORMAT ( F5 . 3 , 5X , F5 . 3 )
DO 982 1=1,4
982 S( I )=().()









































































































DELTA X & DELTA Y IN INCHES
DX= 1 .0
DY=1.0





















C A LL AIR F ( PR , N , M , NP I...0T , X BB , SS y B B0N , N X )
CAL L A I RF ( PR , N , M , N P I... 0 T , X 2 2 , RR , CC0N , NX )





DESISION TO USE INITIAL ESTIMATES OR INTER. DATA







RE S I DU E , I N T E RA T 1 0 N * , MAX I MUM A I... I... 0W E D I N TEEA T 1 0 N S
986 E=0.1




995 F0RMAT ( 1. II 1 , 20X ,
'
DA T A C IIE CK
'
y / / / )
135
DO 707 M= 1,4.1.
DO 707 N-l, 7 2
707 WR I TE ( 1 08 , 708 ) M , N , P ( M , N )



















C FAR FIELD B.C. 'S APPLIED
C
C




















C INTEEATI ON LOOP
C
C
DO 3 M = 1,4.1
DO 3 N=1. ,72
C
c
C FAR FIELD B.C.'S USED
C
C












> AT= ( .1. . 0- ( P ( M+ 1 , N ) **2-2*P ( M+ 1 , N ) *P ( M 1. , N ) + P (
M-- 1 v N ) **2 ) /4 . )
BT=(P(M + 1. ,N)*P(M,NM ) -P(M+ 1 ,N)*P(M,N-1 )-P(M-l ,N)*P(M,N + 1 )
1+P(M-1,N)*P(M,N -l) )/4.
CT= ( 1 . 0- ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) **2 -2*P ( M , N+ 1 ) *P ( M ,
N- 1 ) IP ( M , N-- 1 ) **2 ) /A . )
136
TE=<BT**2)-(4*(AT*0T) )
IFCTE.LT.O.O) GO TO 10
IF(TE.EQ.O.O) GO TO 1.1
IF(TE.GT.O.O) GO TO 11
AIRFOIL HAS BEEN REACHED DURING INTERATIONS (SUBSONIC)
10 IF(M.EQ.13.0R.M.GT.1.3) GO TO 13
ELLIPTIC EQUATION
16 PN=
1 P ( M
1M,N
1N-1
1 M , N















































































, N ) * * 3 +P ( M , N - 1 ) * * 3 + P ( M . N + 1 ) * * 3 - P ( M + .1 , N ) * * 2 *
( M + 1. , N ) - P ( M , N 1 1. ) * * 2 * P ( M - N - 1 ) - P < M , N - .1 ) * * 2 * P (
( M { 1 , N ) * P ( M 1 , N - I. ) " P <-M , N ! 1 ) *P ( M - 1 , M ) * P ( M - 1 ,
* P ( M - I. , N - 1 ) { P ( M , N 1. ) * P ( M - 1. , N ) * P ( M - 1 , N - 1 ) - P (
N - 1 ) +
1"1
( M , N + 1 ) *P ( M - 1 , N ) # P < M + 1 t N - 1 ) I
:'
( M , N - 1 ) *
M , N 1. ) *P ( M- 1 , N ) #P ( Ml 1 , N- 1 ) -P ( M , N + 1 ) *P ( Ml 1. , N
P ( M - 1 , N ) *P ( M - 1 , N+ 1 ) + P (M.N - 1 ) * P ( M + 1 , N ) *P ( M - 1
) * P ( M - 1 y N + 1 ) +P ( M , N - 1. ) * P ( M - 1 , N ) * P ( M + 1 , N + 1 )
- P
y N 1- 1 ) - P ( M , N + I. ) * P ( M - 1 y N ) * P < M + 1 , N + 1 )
{P ( M , N + 1 )
1 6 . -P ( M- 1 y N ) -P ( M + 1 , N ) -P ( M t N + 1 ) -P ( M , N- !))/((






SUPERS0N I C I NLET FL0W C0N D I T 1 0N S t NEEDED
1.1 IF(M.EQ.2) GO TO 1.6
IF(M.EQ.3) GO TO 16
AIRFOIL HAS BEEN REACHED DURING INTERATIONS (SUPERSONIC)






PARABOLIC % HYPERBOLIC EQUATION
50 PN= ( 5 . *P ( M - 1 , N )
- 4 . * P ( M - 2 t N ) + P ( M
- 3 , N ) - P ( M , N + 1 >
- P ( M N
- 1 ) + ( 4 0 . * P ( M - 1
1 - N ) * * 2 *P ( M - 2 , N )
- 5 . * P ( M - 2 . N ) * * 2 * P ( M
- 1. , N ) 8 0 . * P ( M
- 1 y N ) * * 3 + 4 . * P ( M
- 2 ,
IN ) **2+64 . *P ( M--1 , N ) **2*P ( M-2 t N ) -32 . *P ( M-2 r N ) **2*P <




































































































































































( M y N
... | > ....























P ( M r
'2,N
+ 1 6 .
>+4.
































































1 1. 6 y 1. 6
14 GO TO
1 1 6 y 1 6
116, 1 6





















6 , 1 6
1 6 , 1.
6 , 1. 6
6 , 1 6


















, / , / y / ,
6 r .1. 6 y 1 6 r
1 6 y 1 6 y 1. 6
6 , 1 6 y 1 6 y
6 r 1 6 , 1 6 ,
6 , 1 6 y 1 6 r
7 y 7 y 7 y 7 r
0,50y50r




/ y / ,
1 6 y 1
y 1. 6 v
1 6 , 1.
1 6 , 1







1 6 y 1
6 y 1. 6
6 y 1 6
6 r 1 6






7 v 1 4 r 1 4
y 1 6 y 1 6 y
6 y 1 6 y 1 6
y 1 6 y 1. 6 y
y 1 6 , 1 6 y
y 1 6 y 1 6 v






14,14, 1 4 , 1
6 y 1 6 ,16, 1 6
16, .1.6,1.6, 1
6 , 1. 6 , .1 6 y 1 6
6 y 1 6 , 1 6 y 1 6
6 . 1 6 , 1. 6 ) y N






4 , 1 4
y 1 6 ,
'> y 1 6
, 1 6 ,
, 1 6 y
y 1 6 y 1
1 6 y 1 6
y .1. 6 y .1.
16y51
1 6 y 1 6







, 5 0 y 5
50,51
50,50




, _; J. ,





INNER B . C .
'
S APPL I E D T0 APPE0PR I A T E PTS .
51 CONTINUE
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 53
GO TO 52
53 CONTINUE

































































IF(N.GT.36) 00 TO 667
























YD=Z ( 1 ) *XA+Z ( 2 ) *XA**2+Z ( 3 ) *XA**3
PHI=YD
PI 1 1 ~- PHI
ED=PHI+THETA






AND.E.GT.86) GO TO 670
1)+(1 ./(DTAN
0) GO TO 1.6
0) GO TO 50
670 T I- 1E= ( 1 8 0 . * T 1 1ETA ) / 3 . 1 4 1. 59
THE=DABS(THE)
IF(THE.EQ.45, ) l'N =P ( M -1 ,N-l )
IFCTHE.GT.45. ) PN= ( 1- ( 1. ./( DTAN ( THETA ) ) > >*P(MN-
1( THETA) ) )*P(M-1. r N-l )
I
F'

































I F ( E . I... T . 9 4 . AND . E . G T . 86 ) G0 T 0 6 8 1
672 CONTINUE
IF(TE.I...T.O,0) GO TO 16
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
681 IT I E= ( 1 Fl 0 . * T 1 1 E T A ) /3 . 1 4 1 5 9
THE=DAK!KTIIE)
I F ( TH [J . EQ . 4 5 . )
I"'
N =P ( M + 1 y N 1 )
IF(THE.GT.45. ) PN= ( 1- ( 1 ./< DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , M- 1 ) + ( 1. . / ( DTAN
1( THETA) ) )*P(M+1 ,N-1 >
I F ( T HE . L T . 4 5 . ) PN= ( 1 - ( D T AN ( T II E TA ) ) ) * P ( M + 1 y N - 1 ) + ( D TAN ( T 1 1E T A ) ) * P ( M
1 + 1 , N )
GO TO 680
667 CONTINUE








YA=BON+S ( 1 ) *XA+S ( 2 ) *XA**2TS ( 3 ) *XA**3+S ( 4 ) *XA**4
YN=(35.5+YA)-Y
XN=XX-XC








C A L L
f:'
































































( 1 . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , N + 1 ) + (.!./( DTAN
( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) *P ( M
- 1 , N M ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) *P < M - 1
:XX'13.00
66 Z(I2)=DBI..E(ZZ(I2) )









682 THE= ( 1 Fl0 . * TH E TA ) /3 . 1 4 1 5 9
THE=DABS(THE)
I F ( THE . EQ , 45 . ) PN=P ( M - 1 y NI
IF(THE.GT.45. ) PN=(1












YA=BON+S ( 1 ) *XA+S ( 2 ) *XA**2+S ( 3 ) *XA**3+S ( 4 ) *Xn**4
YN=(35.5+YA)-Y
XN=XX-XC








CALL POLYDERV ( ZZ , NZ , X5 ,.NX )
DO 68 12=1 y 4
68 X(I2)=DBLE(X5(I2) )
DO 69 12=1 y 3
69 Z(I2)=DBLE(ZZ(I2) )









THE= ( 1. 80 . * T HETA ) /3 . 1 4 1 5 9
TIIE=DABS(THE)
IF(TIIE,EQ.45. ) PN=P(M+1 ,N
.41.59







IF(THE.GT,45. ) PN= ( I

























































1 (THETA) ) )*P(M+1,N + 1. )
I F ( T 11E . L T . 4 5 . ) P N = ( 1. - < D TAN < T II E TA ) ) ) * P ( M + 1 , N ) + ( DTAN ( TilETA ) ) * IK M I J
1,N+1)
680 CONTINUE
I F ( TE . I... T .0.0) pN =P N * W + ( 1 - U ) *P ( M , N ) 5 G 0 T 0 7
I F ( IE . GE .0.0) PN =PN*W2+ ( 1 -W2 ) *P ( M , N ) % GO TO 7
7 CONTINUE
COMPARE NEW VALUES WITH OLD
I F ( P ( M y N ) . EQ .0,0) GO TO 900
BRAT=PN-P(MyN)
IF (BRAT. EQ.O.O) GO TO 900
D I FF= ( BRAT* 1. 00 . ) /P ( M , N )
I Fr ( DA BS ( D I FE ) . L T . E ) G0 T0 9 0 0




REPLACE OLD VALUES WITH NEW
900 P(MyN)=PN
IF ( M . EQ . 15 . AND . N . EQ . 38 ) P ( 1.5 , 37 ) =P (.1.5, 38 )
3 CONTINUE
WRITE (108,996)






705 FORMAT ( / , 1 OX ,
'
I NTERAT 1 0N=
'
, 1 4 , 5X ,
'
It OF PTS UNCON . = ',15,/)
SAFETY MEASURE, SAVE INTERMEDIATE VALUES
IF(NI.GT.NMAX.0R.NI.EQ.25) GO TO 901














DO 904 N----1 ,72
IF(M.GT.l .AND.M.LT.41) GO TO 965
GO TO 961
965 CONTINUE
I F ( N . GT , 1 . AND . N , LT . 72 ) GO TO 960
GO TO 961
96 1 I E ( M , EQ . 1. . AND . N . EQ . 1 ) V 1 =P ( M + 1 y N ) -P ( M , N ) , V2=P ( M y NI 1 ) -P ( M y N ) ,
160 TO 990
IF(M,EQ. 1 .AND.N.EQ.72) V1=P ( M + l y N ) - P ( M y N ) y V2=- IK M . N ) --P ( M , N -1 ) ,
1G0 TO 990
IF(M.EQ,41 .AND.N.EQ. 1 ) V1=P ( M , N ) - P ( M-l , N ) ? V2=P < M , N+l ) - P ( M y N > i
1G0 TO 990
I F ( M . EQ ,41. AND . N , EQ . 72 ) V 1 -P ( M , N ) -P ( M - 1 , N ) , V2=P ( M , N ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) ,
1G0 TO 990
IF(M.EQ. 1 ) V1=P(M+1 ,N)~P(M,N) y V2= ( P ( M , N+l ) -P ( M , N - 1 ) )/2. ,
1G0 TO 990
IF ( N , EQ . 1 ) Vl= ( P ( M+l , N ) -P ( M-l , N ) ) /2 . y V2=P ( M y N + l ) - P ( M , N ) ,
1G0 TO 990
IF ( M , EQ . 41 ) V1 =P ( M y N ) -P ( M-l , N ) y V2= ( P ( M , N+ l ) P ( M ,N-l ) ) /2 . ,
1G0 TO 990
I E ( N . EQ . 72 ) V 1 = ( P ( M+ 1 , N ) -P ( M- 1 , N ) ) /2 . , V2=P ( M , N ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) i
1G0 TO 990
960 CONTINUE
I F ( M . GT . 1 2 , A ND . M . LT . 2 0 ) G0 T 0 9 8 8
GO TO 987
988 I F ( N . GT . 35 . AND . N . LT , 37 ) V2= ( P ( M , N ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) )
11 ,N) ) J GO TO 990
I F ( N . GT , 36 . AND . N . LT . 38 ) V2= ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) P ( M , N ) )
IP < M.N) ) JGO TO 990
987 V 1 = ( P ( M+ 1 , N ) -P ( M- 1 , N ) ) /2 .
V2= ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) ) /2 .
990 CONTINUE
V E.J L=D SQR T ( ( V 1 * * 2 ) + ( V 2 * * 2 ) )
THR=DATAN(V2/V1 )
TH=(180.*THR)/3.:M159










WR I T E ( 1 0 8 ,700) M , N y T 1 1 V E L r H H 0 P ( M y N )






























WRITE (101 ) P




























FAILURE TO CONVERGE MESSAGE
WRITE (108,701)
701 F0RMAT(////,5X, 'INTERATIONS EXCEED NMAX')
980 CONTINUE.
WRITE (108,704) NI
704 FORMAT ( /// , 5X ,
' INTEGRATIONS* ' , 14 )
WRITE (108.703) K
703 FORMAT (///,5X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS WHERE CONVERGENCE IS INCOMPLETE^
1,15)
IF(K.GT.IO) GO TO 991
992 CONTINUE
WRITE (108,998)
998 FORMAT*////, 5X, 'UNCONVERGED PTS. - POSITION S POTENTIAL'.//)
WR I TE ( 1 08 , 989 ) ( KXC ( J ) , KYC ( J ) , UCP ( J ) , J = 1 , K >












y 5X y G )
WRITE (108,984)
984 F 0RMA T ( / // / , 5 X ,
'
RE I... A X A T 1 0N PARAMET ERS US CJ D
'
, / / / )
WRITE (108,999) W,W2
999 FORMAT ( 5X ,
' W= '
, G , 5X ,





PROGRAM NAME - ISAP-III
0.5 INCH X 0.5 INCH GRID
FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF HYDRAULIC ANALOG FLOW EQUATIONS




5) FAR FIELD BOUNDARY CONDITION APPLIED.
EQUATION TYPE
1) NON-LINEAR
2 ) EL I... I PT I C - PARAB0L I C - H YPEEB0 1... I C
3 ) VEL0C I T Y P0TEN T I A I... EQUA T 1 0N
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
1) ELLIPTIC EQN - CENTRAL DIFF
- SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
2) PARABOLIC EQN - BACKWARD DIFF
- SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
3) HYPERBOLIC EQN
- BACKWARD DIFF - SECOND ORDER ACCURATE
4) IMPLICIT FORMULATION FOR PARABOLIC 8 HYPERBOLIC SOLUTIONS
5) GAUSS-SIEDEL INTERATION
6 ) N0N I... I N E AR I T I E S T REA T E D AS L 1 NE AR
7) OVER-RELAXATION > USER SELECTED
8 ) N0N - D I MENS 1 0NA L 0UTPU T
9) VELOCITY OUTPUT AS SQUARE ROOT OF FROUDE NUMBER









I MP I... I. C I T D0U B I...
E"
P REC I S 1 0N ( A - II y 0 - Z )
REA I... II II0 , S S ( 4 ) y R R ( 4 ) y Z Z ( 3 ) y XB B ( 1 20 ) y X 2 2 ( 1 2 0 ) y CC 0N , B B 0N , X5 ( 4 )
D I MEN 8 1 0N P ( 52 , J. 2 2 ) y S ( 4 ) y R ( 4 ) , UC P ( 6500 )
D I MENS 1 0 N X B ( I 20 ) , X2 ( 1 20 ) , Z ( 3 )
DIMENSION EX (48) ,X(4)
INTEGER PR ( 2 ) , KXC ( 6500 ) , KYC ( 6500 )
DATA CARD - FOR RUN # & INLET VELOCITY
READ ( 1. 05 , 967 ) I RUN , VL
967 FORMAT ( 5X , 12 , 5X , F7 . 5 )















DATA CARDS - FOR INITIAL ESTIMATE
REAEK 105,977) (EX( I ) y 1 = 1 ,48)













































































































































CALL A I RE ( PR y N , M , NPLOT , XBB , SS , BBON , NX )






DESISION TO USE INITIAL ESTIMATES OR INTER. DATA
985







r e;:s 1 d 1j u: , i n t era t i on t , max i mum a l. l o w e d :i: n t e ra t i o n s











DO 707 M=l ,52
DO 707 N= 1,122















POT . = 'G )
C
C


























DO 3 M=1. ,52
DO 3 N=l y!22
C
C
C FAR FIELD B.C. 'S USED
C
C












A T= ( 1 . 0 - ( P ( M + 1 , N ) * * 2
- 2 *P ( M + 1 , N ) *P ( M - 1 , N ) + 1
'
( M - 1 , N ) * * 2 ) / A , )
B T= ( P ( M+ 1 , N ) *
I"'
( M , N+ 1 ) - P ( M + 1 , N ) *P ( M , N
- 1 ) P ( M - 1 , N ) *P ( M , N + 1 )
L+P(M-1,N)*P(M,N-1 ) )/4.
CT= ( 1 . 0- ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) **2-2*P ( M , N+ 1. ) *P ( M ,
N- 1 ) +P ( M ,N-l ) **2 ) /4 , )
149
TE=(BT**2)-(4*(AT:!<CT) )
IFCTE.LT.O.O) GO TO 10
IF ("IE, EQ.O.O) GO TO 1.1
IF(TE.GT.O.O) GO TO 11.
A I E F 0 1 1... HAS BEEN R E AC II E D D U R I N G I NT E R A T 1 0NS ( SUB S0 N 1 0 )
















1 1 , N ) -
GE.O,





N ) *P (
1 N+l













- 1 ) *







































































+ 1 ) +
yNI


























P(M,N + 1. )**3 P(M + 1 ,N) ;l'*2*
* IKM.'M-l )-P(M,N-l )**2!!F,(
(M.N I 1 )*IKM-1 ,N)*F(M~1 ,
*P(M-1 ,N)+P(M -lyN-l ) -IK
- I. y N ) *P ( Ml 1 , N- 1 ) IP ( M , N
- 1 ) *
(M+l, N-l) -IK M, N+l )*P(M+1 ,N
I. )+P(M,N-1. )*PUH I. Kntp(H-l
N - 1. ) # P ( M - 1 ' N ) + 1 ( M + 1 , N + 1 ) - P
M - 1 y N ) * I
"'
(Ml 1 : N + 1. ) +
1':*
<M , N + 1 )
I , N)-P(MyN-( .1 )-P(M,N-l) )/( (
y N + 1 ) * * 2 ) / 2 . -
E:'





SUPERSONIC INLET FLOW CONDITIONS. IF NEEDED
11 IF(M,EQ,2) GO TO 16
IE(M.EQ.3) GO TO 16
AIRFOIL HAS BEEN REACHED DURING INTERATIONS ( SUP IJ R SONIC
>
I F ( M , EQ . 1. 1 . 0R . M , GT . 1 1 ) G 0 T0 1. 3
PARABOLIC 8 HYPERBOLIC EQUATION
50 PN= ( 5 , * P < M
- 1 y N ) ~ 4 . *P ( M
- 2 , N ) I P ( M - 3 , N ) - P ( M , N T I. )
- P (MyN - 1 ) \ ( 4 0 . * P (M-l
1 y N ) **2*P ( M-2 , N ) -5 , *P ( M-2 , N ) **2*P ( M-l , N) -80 . *P ( M 1 , N
) **3 + 4 . *P ( M-2 .
1 N ) **2 +64.* P ( M
- 1 , N ) * * 2 * P ( M
- 2 , N ) - 3 2 , * IK M 2 , N ) ** 2 *p ( M

































{ 1 ) - 1.
+ l)--4
P(M-1


























































4 . *P (
2 , N ) *
-l ,N)
















N + 1. )*P(M,
*P(M-2,N)
M-l ,N)*P(
P(M,N + 1. )*
*P(M,N-1. )




































































































) + 1 6
1 )+4
) - 1 2












































+ 1. )-3,*P( M, N-l )*




PN=PN*W2+ ( 1 -UI2 ) *P ( M , N )
GO TO 7
DESISIONS TO APPLY INNER B.C
13 GO TO ( 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7 y 7, 7, 7, 7 y 14,14 y 1.4 y
1 1. 4 , 1 4 , 1 4 , 1. 4 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6,16,
216, 16f 16, 1.6, .1.6, 16y 16y 1.6, 1.6 , 1.6 , 1.6 , 1.6 ,
1. 4,14, 1 4 y 1 4 , 1 4 , 1. 4 , 1 4 ,
I. 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 ,16,
1 6 , 1 6 ) , M
1 4 GO TO ( 1 6 ,16, 1 6 ,16, 1. 6 , 1. 6 , 1. 6 , 1. 6 y 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6
1 y 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 ,16, 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 y 1. 6 y 1 6 ,16, 1 6 , 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 , 1 6
2 , 1 6 ,16, 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 ,16, 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 y 1 6 ? 1 6
3 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 y 1 6 , 5 1 , 5 1 , 5 1 , 5 1 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 , 1. 6 , 1 6 ,16, 1 6 y 1. 6 , 1 6 y 1 6
4,16,16, 1 6 ,16, 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 y 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 y 1 6 y 1 6 y 1. 6 y 1 6 y 1 6 y 1. 6 y 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6
5,16,16,16,16,1.6,16, 16, 16, 1.6, 16,16,16,1.6, 1.6 , 16 y 16 , 16 y 16,16
6 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 ) , N
I NN ER B . C .
'
S APPL I E D T 0 APPR0PR I A T IJ P T S .
51 CONTINUE
:i.F(M.GT.1.2.AND.M.LT.20)
TF(M.EG. J. 1 .OR.M.EQ.1.2)
IF(M.EQ.20.0R.M.E0.21 )
IF(M.EQ.22) GO TO 78










300 53 IF(M.EQ,23) GO TO 17
300 IF(M,EQ.24) GO TO 17
300 GO TO 52
300 78 IF(N,EQ,60.0R.N.EQ,63) GO TO 79
300 GO TO 52
OOO 80 I F ( N , G T . 60 . AND , N . L T , 6 3 ) pN = 0 , 0 ; G0 T0 7
OOO GO TO 52
OOO 79 IF(M,EQ.20.0R,M,EQ,21. ) GO TO 52
000 IFCTE.LT.O.O) GO TO 1.6
OOO IFCTE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
000 52 CONTINUE
OOO I F ( N , 0T , 6 1 ) G0 TO 6 A 7




000 IF(M.EQ,U) DIX =XX-5K)0
000 I F ( M . FQ . 1 1. ) D I X= X X - 5 , 0 0
000 DO 669 1=1 y 400
ooo xc=o.oo5*:i:+xx
000 XA=0,005*I+DIX
000 YA=CON+R ( 1 ) *XA+R ( 2 ) *XA**2+R ( 3 ) *XA**3+R ( 4 ) *XA**4
000 YN=(30.25+YA)~Y
000 XN=XC-XX




000 DO 771 J=2y4
000 77.1. X(J)=R(J)
060 DO 60 12= I. ,4
60 X5(I2)=SNGL ( X CI 2 ) )
CALL P 0 1... YDERV ( Z 7. , NZ y X5 , NX )
DO 9 12=1,4
59 X(I2)=DBLE(X5(I2) )
DO 54 12=1 y 3
54 Z(I2)=HBI.E(ZZCi:2) )




E=( 1 80. *ED)/3. 1.4159
E=DABS(E)
IF(E.I..T,94,AND,E.GT,86) GO TO 670
669 CONTINUE
IECTE.I T.0.0) GO TO 16
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50




( t 1 1 u: . u:0.45.) pn
=-
p ( m - 1. , n - 1 )
I F ( T IIE . GT . 4 5 . ) PN= ( I. - (!../( D I AN ( T IIE TA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , N
- 1 ) I CI. . / ( D 7 A N
.1 (THETA) ) )*P(M-1,N-1 )
I F ( T l-l IM . I...T . 45 . ) PN= ( 1 - ( D T AN ( T H E T A ) ) ) * P ( M








000 DO 672 1=1 y 400
000 XC=XX-(0.005*I)
000 XA=DIX~(0,005*I)
000 YA=CON +R ( 1 ) *XA +R ( 2 ) *XA**2 4 R ( 3 ) *XA**3+R ( 4 ) *XA**4
000 YN=(30.25+YA)-Y
000 XN=XC~XX




000 DO 684 J=2y4
000 684 XC.J)=ECJ)
000 DO 61 12=1,4
000 61 X5(I2)=SNGL(X(I2) )
000 CALL POLYDERV (ZZ,NZ,X5, NX)
000 DO 62 12=1,4
000 62 X ( 1 2 ) =DBLE ( X5 ( 12 ) )
000 DO 63 12=1,3
000 63 Z ( 1 2 ) =D B L.E ( Z Z ( 1 2 ) )




000 E= ( 1 80 . *ED ) /3 . 1 4 1 59
000 E=DABS(E)
000 IF(E.LT.94.AND.E.GT.86> 00 TO 681
000 672 CONTINUE
000 IFCTE.LT.O.O) GO TO 1.6
000 IFCTE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
000 681 THE=( 180. *THETA)/3. 141.59
000 THE=DABS(THE)
000 I F ( TH El! . EQ , 4 5 . ) P N
=
P ( M + 1 , N - 1 )
000 IF ( THE . GT . 45 , ) PN= ( 1
- ( 1 . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M ,N-l ) + CI. . / ( DTAN
000 1( THETA) ) )*P(M+1,N-1)
000 I F ( T I -IE . LT . 45 . ) P N= ( 1
- ( D TAN ( T II E TA ) ) ) * P ( M + 1. , N
- 1. ) + ( D T AN ( T II E TA ) ) * P ( M
000 1 + 1. ,N)
000 GO TO 680
000 667 CONTINUE




000 IFKM.EQ.I 1 ) i:i:i.X=XX-5.00
000 DO 674 1=1,400
000 XC=0.005*I+XX
000 XA=0,005*I+DIX








000 DO 885 ,1 =2,4
000 885 X(J)=8(J)
000 DO 64 12=1,4
000 64 X5 (12) =SNGL ( X (1 2 ) )
000 CALL POLYDERV (ZZ,NZ,X5, NX)
000 DO 65 12=1,4
000 65 X ( 1 2 ) =DBLE ( X5 ( 1 2 ) )
000 DO 66 12=1,3
000 66 Z ( 1 2 ) =DB I... E ( Z Z ( 1 2 ) )
000 YD=Z ( 1 ) *XA+Z ( 2 ) *XA**2+Z ( 3 ) *XA**3
000 PHI =YD
000 ED=PHI+THETA
000 E= ( 1.80 . *ED ) A3 . 1.4159
000 E=DABS(E)
000 IF(E.LT.94.AND.E.GT.86) GO TO 682
000 674 CONTINUE
000 IFCTE.LT.O.O) GO TO 1.6
000 IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
000 682 THE=( 1.80. *THETA)/3. 14159
000 THE=DABS(THE)
000 IF ( THE . EQ . 45 . ) PN=P ( M-l , N + 1 )
OOO IF ( THE . GT . 45 . ) PN= ( 1- ( 1 . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , N + l ) + ( 1 . / ( DTAN
000 1( THETA) ) )*P(M-1,N+1)
OOO IF ( THE . LT . 45 . ) PN= ( 1- ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) *P ( M-l , N ) + ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) *P ( M-l
000 1,N+1)






000 DO 675 1=1,400
000 XC=XX~(0.005*I)
000 XA=DIX-(0.005*I)
000 YA=BON+S ( 1 ) *XA+S ( 2 ) *XA**2+S ( 3 ) *XA**3+S ( 4 ) *XA**4
000 YN=(30.25+YA)~Y
000 XN=XX-XC




000 DO 886 J=2, 4
OOO 886 X(J)=S(J)
.000 DO 67 12=1,4
000 67 X5(I2)=SNGL<X(I2> )
000 CALL POLYDERV (ZZ,NZ,X5, NX)
.000 DO 68 12=1 ,4
.000 68 X(I2)=DBLE(X5(I2))
'000 DO 69 12=1,3
000 69 Z(I2)=DDLE(ZZ(I2) )



























































E=( 1 80. *ED)/3. 141.59
E=DABS(E)
I F ( E . I... T . 94 . AND . E . 0 T . 8 6 ) G0 T0 683
675 CONTINUE
IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO 1.6
IF(TE.GE.O.O) GO TO 50
683 T IIE= ( 1. 80.*TH E TA ) / 3 . 1 4 1. 59
THE=DABS(THE)
I F ( T I -IE ? EQ . 4 5 . ) P N
~
P ( M + 1. , N 4 1. )
I F ( THE . GT . 45 , ) PN= ( 1 - CI. . / ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) ) *P ( M , N+ 1 ) 4 CI . / ( DTAN
1( THETA) ) )*P(M + 1,NM )
IF ( THE . LT . 45 . ) PN= (1 - ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) ) *P ( M+ 1. , N ) + ( DTAN ( THETA ) ) *P ( M +
1,N+ 1)
680 CONTINUE
I F ( TE . LT .0.0) PN=PN*W+ ( 1 -W ) *P ( M , N ) J GO TO 7
IF ( TE . GE .0.0) PN=PN*W2+ ( 1-W2 ) *P ( M , N ) , GO TO 7
7 CONTINUE
COMPARE NEW VALUES WITH OLD
I F ( P ( M , N ) . EQ . 0 . 0 ) GO TO 900
BRAT=PN-P(M,N)
IF (BRAT. EQ.O.O) GO TO 900
D I FF= ( BRAT* 1 00 . ) /P ( M , N )









996 Fr0RMAT ( 1. H 1 , 20 X ,
'
RESUETS',///)
WRITE (108 ,705) NI ,K
705 FORMAT ( / , 1 OX f
'
I NTERA T 1 0N=
'
, 1 4 , 5X ,
'
# OF PTS UNCON . =
'
, 1 5 , / )
SAFETY MEASURE, SAVE INTERMEDIATE VALUE S
I F ( N I . GT . NMAX . OR . N I . EQ . 25 ) GO TO 90 1.
KICK OUT OF INTERATIONS WHEN PTS. HAVE CONVERGED
IF(K.LE.IO) GO TO 901
994 NI=NI+1
155
000 GO TO 902
000 901 CONTINUE




000 C DIFFERENTIATE FOR VELOCITY 8 HEIGHT
000 C
000 WRITE (108, 997)
000 997 FORMAT (////)
000 DO 903 M=l,52
000 DO 904 N = 1,1.22
000 IF(M.GT.1.AND.M.LT.52) GO TO 965
000 GO TO 961
000 965 CONTINUE
000 IF(N.GT.1.AND,N.LT.122) GO TO 960
000 GO TO 961
000 96 1 I F ( M . EQ . 1 , AND . N . EQ . 1 ) VI = P < M+ 1 , N ) -P ( M , N ) V2 --p ( M y N4 1. ) -p < M , N ) i
000 1GO TO 990
000 IF ( M . EQ . 1 . AND . N . EQ . 1 22 ) VI =P ( M + 1 , N ) -P ( M , N ) , V2-~P ( M , N ) -P ( M , N
- 1 ) ,
000 160 TO 990
.000 IF(M.EQ.52.AND.N.EQ. 1 ) V1=P ( M , N ) -P ( M-l , N ) , V2 = P ( M , N + l. ) -P ( M , N ) ?
000 1GO TO 990
000 IF ( M . EQ . 52 . AND . N . EQ . 122 ) V1 =P ( M , N ) -P ( M-l , N ) y V2
"
P (MyN) - P( M yN-1);
000 1GO TO 990
000 1F(M.EQ. 1 ) V1=P(M+ 1 ,N)-P(M,N) , V2=K P ( M , N + l ) -IK M ,N-l ) )/2. ,
00.0 1GO TO 990
OOO IF ( N . EQ . 1 ) Vl = ( P ( M + l , N ) -P ( M-l. , N ) ) /2 . , V2=P ( M , N + l ) -P ( M , N ) ,
OOO 1GO TO 990
000 IF(M.EQ.52) V1=P ( M , N ) -P (M-l , N ) , V2= ( P < M , N + l ) -IK M , N-1. ) )/2. ,
000 1GO TO 990
,000 IF ( N . EQ . 122 ) Vl = ( P ( M+l , N ) -P ( M-l , N ) ) /2 . 5 V2 = P (MyN) -P ( M , N-1. ) 5
,000 1GO TO 990
.000 960 CONTINUE
. 000 I F ( M . GT . 1 0 , AND . M . LT . 23 ) GO TO 988
.000 GO TO 987
.000 988 IF(N.GT.59.AND.N.I..T.62) V2= ( P ( M , N ) -P ( M , N -1 ) ) y Vl = ( FK M , N ) ~P ( M
-
.000 11, N) ) ;go TO 990
,000 IF ( N . GT . 61 . AND . N . LT . 64 ) V2= ( P ( M , N+ l ) -P ( M , N ) ) , V 1 = ( P ( M + l , N )
-
.000 lP(MyN) ) ,00 TO 990
.000 987 Vl = (P(M + lyN)~FKM-.1.yN) )/2.
. 000 V2= ( P ( M , N+ 1 ) -P ( M , N- 1 ) ) /2 .
.000 990 CONTINUE
.000 VEL=DSQRT( ( Vl.**2 ) 4 ( V2**2 ) )
.000 THR=DATAN(V2/V1 )
.000 T || :::: ( 1 80 . * T II R ) / 3 . 1 4 1. 59







.000 WR I T E.J ( 1 0 8 ,700) M , N , T II , V E: I... , H II 0 , P ( M , N )






















































, G , 5X y




y G 1 1 . 6 )
904 CONTINUE
903 CONTINUE





IF(NI.LT.NMAX) GO TO 994
FAILURE TO CONVERGE MESSAGE
WRITE(108y701 )
701. FORMAT (////,5X, 'INTERATIONS EXCEED NMAX')
980 CONTINUE




WRITE (108, 703) K
703 FORMAT (///,5X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS WHERE CONVERGENCE IS INCOMELET
1,15)
IF(K.GT.IO) GO TO 991
992 CONTINUE
WRITE CI. 08, 998)
998 F 0 RMAT ( / / / / , 5X ,
'
UNC0NV E R G ED P T S . - I 0 S I T 1 0 N 8 P0T E N T I AL
'
. / / >













, 5X , G )
WRITE (108, 984)
984 FORMAT (////,5X, 'RELAXATION PARAMETERS USED'y///)
WRITE (108,999) W,W2
999 FORMAT ( 5X ,
' W= ' , G , 5X ,
' W2= ' , G )
END OF PROGRAM ISAP-III
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Subroutine
The subroutine AIRF is a modified version of POLREG
obtained from the Xerox Numerical Subroutine Package. The
subroutine POLREG is a polynomial regression routine used
to fit an Nth order polynomial to a set of data points.
The modifications installed within the source deck
provided the capability to pass the polynomial constants to
the main line program for further calculations. The airfoil
surfaces were represented by a 4th order polynomial,
basically due to the fact that any higher representation
provided little or no accuracy improvement. The subroutine
AIRF is common to all three programs presented.
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SUBR0UT I NE A I R F ( PR , N , M , N P L 0 T , X , B , C0 N , NX )
DIMENSION XCI.100)
DIMENSION D I (1.00)
DIMENSION D(66)
D IMENS I ON B ( 1 0 ) , E ( 1 0 ) y SB ( 1 0 ) , T ( 1 0 )




3 F0RMAT ( 27 II 1 P0 1... Y N0M I AL R E GRE S S 1 0N . . . . . y A 4 , A 2 / )
4 F0RMA T ( 23H 0NUM BER 0F 0 BSERVA T 1 0 N S y 1 6 / / )
5 F 0RMAT ( 32H0P0L. Y N 0MIA I... REGRES 8 1 0N 0F BEG R EE 1 3 )
6 F0EMAT ( 1 2H0 I N T E RCEPT , F 1. 5 . 5 )
7 F0RMAT(26H0 REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS/ ( 10F12 . 5 ) )
8 FORMAT (lH0/24Xy24HANALYSIS OF VARIANCE F0R,I4,19H DEGREE EOLYNOM
1AL/)
9 F0RMAT (1 H0 , 5X , 1. 9H S0UR CE 0F V A R I A T 1 0N , 7 X , 9 II D E (3REE 0F , 7 X , 6 H 8 UM 0 F , 9 :
1 y 4HMEAN y 1 0 X y 1 H
F"
y 9 X y 20H I MPR0VEME N T I N T E RM S/3 3 X , 7 IIFREED 0 M y 8X , 7H 8QU i
2RES y 7X , 6HSQUAR IM y 7X y 5 HV ALUE 8 X y 1 7H0 Fr SUM 0 F SQ UAR E 8 )
10 FORMAT (201-10 DUE TO REGRESSION , 1.2X , 16 , El 7 . 5 , El 4 5 y F13 . 5 y F20 . 5 )
1.1 FORMAT (32H DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION y 16 , F17 . 5 y F14 . 5 )
1 2 FORMAT ( 8X , 5I-IT0T AI... , 1 9X , 1. 6 , F 1 7 . 5/// )
13 FORMAT CI. 7HO NO IMPROVEMENT)
14 F0RMAT ( 1 H0 / /2 7 X , 1 8HTA B I... IM 0F R E S I DUA I... S / / 1 6 1 -I G B S IM RVAT.I ON N0 . f 5X f 7HX
1 VALUE f 7 X y 7HY VA I...U E , 7X y 1 0HY IM S T I MAT E 7 X 8 II RE S I DUA I... / )
15 F0RMAT ( 1 H0 , 3X y 1 6 , F 1 8 . 5 , F 1 4 . 5 y F 1 7 . 5 y F 15.5)
WRITE ( 108 y3)PR
WRITE(108,4)N






CALL I NTERCO ( MM , D y MM ,1,1 SAVE , D I , E )
CALL I NVER T ( D I , I , D IMT , B y T )
CALL MOLIERE ( N , I , XBAR , STD , SUMSQ , DI f E , ISAVE
URITE(108,5)I
SUMIP=ANS(4)-SUM
IF(SUMIP) 140, 140, 150
140 WRITE ( 108 y 1.3)
GO TO 210
150 WRITECI.08,6)ANSCL)




WR I TE (108,10)1, ANS ( 4 ) , ANS ( 6 ) f ANS ( 1 0 ) f SUM I P
NI=ANS(8)








,000 210 IF(NPLOT) 100, 220, 220
,000 220 NP3=N+N




.000 DO 230 J=l ,LA
,000 P ( NP3 ) =P ( NP3 ) +X ( L ) *COE ( J+ 1 )
.000 230 L =L+N
,000 N2=N
,000 L=N*M
000 DO 240 1=1 tN
000 P(I)=X(I)
000 N2=N2+1
000 L=L + 1
000 240 P(N2)=X(L)
000 WRITE (108, 3) PR
000 WRITE (108, 5) LA
000 WRITE < 108 14)
000 NP2=N
000 NP3=N+N




,000 250 WR I TE ( 1 08 , 1 5 ) I. v P ( I ) , P ( NP2 ) ,






(NP3) f RES ID
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Computing Facilities
Developmental work on the computer analysis was
performed at Rochester Institute of Technology's Computer
Center on a XEROX Sigma 6 Extended Performance RAD model
72 31/32 main frame computer. The memory and performance
characteristics of the XEROX Sigma 6 are: 12 8K words of
memory, 6,291,456 bytes capacity, an average access time
of 17 msec, and a transfer rate of 365,00*0 bytes/sec.
(multiple sectors), 384,000 bytes/sec. (singular sector).
The computer center's peripheral devices include one high
speed RAD, one low speed RAD, five disk drives, four tape
drives, two line printers (1500 1pm and 700 1pm) , two card
readers (1500 cpm) , sixty-four timesharing lines, and a




A computer plot routine is presented for use with
computer programs ISAP-1, ISAP-2, and ISAP-3. This plot
routine was written at the onset of research, and represents
an arbitrary flow field. Modification of this routine for
the present computer programs is possible with respecifica-
*
tion of the input arrays.
The plots that are produced include an introduction to
the airfoil being examined, and the conditions of flow
past the airfoil. Velocity and height distributions versus
chord length are included with a two page velocity vector
plot. Finally, a sonic locus plot is available if sonic
conditions are reached.





UIMtNSlUlM XKR(21 J fHMUC21 )xf KA(21)
DIMfcNSlUN rftCll3il3)#MfcTA(l313)
H*tAL G,M,HHU
JMUUfcK iAB(3),LABC.(5),LABA(S) , TOPV ( 3 ) , f- * ( 5 ) , HU ( 1) , FLO* ( ) VfcC T ( <i
1 ) , i)UNt (3)
DAlA LA8t/'l'vAC6', ' QQ','I4 '/
















UATA TOPV/'lHUK', *o if, 'iMGTh'/
DATA FR/'FROIJ', 'Dh n','U, l','/2 P','UAN'/
UA1A hU/'n/hO'/




DMA SO'Mt/'SLHMl ' 'C Lu'r'LUS '/
L>U 2 I =W10 1
XAF (15=10, 0b*I)-0.Ub
Y AF C 1 5=0, 1 108^+0. 9lb96*xAKn-0.b^27*XAF (I )**2+0.i2l 19*XAF(U**3-
lO,010UV*XAh ( I ) **a
2 LUNfllMUt
00 3 1=10 2 #20?
XAFU)=b.OO-XAf-U-10n
YAF-
(I )=-0, 110*3^-0, 916^6 *XAH(lJ+0,5227*XAF(I)**2-0,12U^*XA>'(n**i
l+0,0 1OOV*XAf'(n**5


















































CALL BfcUPT (1, .FALSt,)
CALL ASCALtCVtlf hP1S,U.AHMlNfl3ELTAVJ













, N, TUPV,K.t, V, V,7 V, J
V, T V^U.Kl , D,UK, AKiSN
FRA,HHU, 11,0,1)
A X 1 S ( R , Q ,







CALL AX1S(K,U , )




















LlNtCXAF, YAF , 11,0, 1 J
PLUT (fctfc,t.O)
PLOT IV, V, 3)






CALL PLUT (XCOi YCU,2)
LUiMTlNUt
CQiMTlMUt











CALL Bfc.GPI (2, fFALSt, J
CALL PLOT (A,F.t , 0)
CALL LliMt(XAF, YAF ,202*
CALL PLU1 (fcEE#t# 0)
CALL SVMBOUl5,b7,9,75,
SUNLSSUW! (G*H)
UU 7 1 = 1, 13


























































































I 1 i 1 I
1-
000 'Si 626* t2'ZZ QSL'IZ hWQZ li9'6I
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